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Bridgewater Performing Arts Festival
1997-1998
LA











Performance to be held at the
Rondileau Campus Center Auditorium





Saturday, March 22, 1997- 8:00 PM
Few musicians have attained the commer-
cial success awarded to Neil Sedaka. Pop
hits like Oh Carol, Calendar Girl, and Love
Will Keep Us Together have sold millions of
records and have earned him an interna-
tional reputation as a singer-songwriter
and pop-pioneer. Now Neil returns to his
classical piano roots, combining the
melodies of Chopin, Rachmaninoff, and
Tchaikovsky with his own originally-
composed lyrics. The recently released
orchestral CD Classically Sedakn has
embraced overwhelming support. For an
evening of musical history in the making,
do not miss the artist as he appears at
Bridgewater State College.
Orchestra Seats $30 • Balcony Seats $26
Stuttgart Philharmonic Orchestra
Sunday, October 12, 1997
Marvin Hamlisch
Friday, February 6,1998
New York City Opera performs
Daughters of Regiment
Friday, April 3, 1998
A Call for Nominations
The Bridgewater Alumni Association seeks nominations for its annual awards, to be presented
Alumni Weekend. We would appreciate it if you would attach supporting materials.
.f
The Bridgewater Alumni Award for Outstanding
Service to the Alumni Association is given to an
individual whose qualifications include the
ability to build understanding and awareness
through involvement; leadership that fosters a
caring community; and programs that promote
strategies for drawing others into a network of
cooperation.
The Dr. Catherine Comeau Award for Profes-
sional Achievement and Community Service is
presented to a graduate of the college's Depart-
ment of Movement Arts, Health Promotion, and
Leisure Studies. The recipient will be a graduate
of at least five years and be an influential role
model in the field.
The Dr. V. James DiNardo Award for Excellence
in Teaching is presented to a member of the
faculty whose contributions include mastery of
subject matter, enthusiastic teaching style, and
personal attention to the students.
The Adrian Rondileau Award for Professional
Achievement and Community Service was estab-
lished to recognize an alumna/alumnus who
demonstrates the qualities most valued by Dr.
Rondileau, the eighth president of the college.
The recipient must demonstrate exceptional
service to the community, resulting in improve-
ment of the quality of the community's life.
The Nicholas P. Tillinghast Award for Achieve-
ment in the Field ofEducation was named in
honor of the college's first president. The award
is given to an alumna/alumnus who demon-
strates qualities of outstanding leadership, excel-
lence in performance, and personal achievement
in the field of public education.





For (name of award) _
Nominee's occupation/title _











A Publication for Alumni, Parents, anq Friends of Bridgewater State College
On the cover: "The Bridgewater
Connection" is working at a Texas-
based publishing conglomerate.
From left in photo are Ralph
Fletcher, '53, vice-president of the
firm; Regina Buckley, '92, New
England sales representative; Sallie
Staton-Knott, M.Ed., '72, national
sales manager; and Professor Judy
Deckers of the Department of
Elementary and Early Childhood
Education at Bridgewater who is
consulting with the company. See
story beginning on page 3.
Bridgewater Magazine staff:
Editor: David Wilson, '71
Editorial Board: Dr. Richard Cost,
vice-president of institutional
advancement; Marie Murphy, '86,
director of public affairs; and Mary
Tiernan, director of alumni relations.
Contributors: Marie Dennehy, '93,
office of public affairs
Photography: D. Confar, Marie
Dennehy, Galaxy Studios, Kindra
Clineff, Heather Blasi, David
Wilson, Judy Roth, Larry Joubert,
Nicole D'Andrea and Marybeth
Walsh








Bridgewater is published quarterly
for the information and reading
pleasure of Bridgewater State
College alumni, faculty, students,
staff, parents and other friends of
the college.
Toble of Contents
In photo right: In January, 1997,
Margaret (Sweeney) Fletcher, '26,
celebrated her 90th birthday, and
present to help share the occasion
were her children Ralph, '53; Ann
(Whalen), '55; and Dr. John, '58.
See story "The Bridgewater
Connection" starting on page 3.
President's Message 2
The Bridgewater Connection:
Ralph Fletcher, '53; Jean Fletcher, ~51; Professor
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• We have purchased new land for future growth.
In fact, the campus today encompasses 230 acres of land
with plenty of open space for expansion if necessary well
into the next century. To help us acquire land, we have
raised well over a million dollars from alumni and
friends;
• The John Joseph Moakley Center for Technological
Applications - now





ogy. The center has
become the focal
















objective of the new




businesses, chambers of commerce, public agencies and
non-profit organizations to help keep southeastern
Massachusetts a good place to live and work.
The above are just some examples of the multitude
of projects and programs our faculty, students and staff
are currently engaged in. Bridgewater remains a vigor-
ous and exciting place to be affiliated with, and I know
that you, as alumni and friends of the college, share my
pride in the achievements of this college. Bridgewater's
leadership position among public colleges in well-
assured, thanks to the efforts of so many dedicated and
talented people.
Recently I was invited to speak to the Rotary Club
of Taunton, Massachusetts, and I was pleased to have
that opportunity because in the fall of 1989, only months
after I had begun serving as Bridgewater's president, this
organization had asked me to be its guest speaker. As I
prepared the remarks for my December, 1996, address to
the same group, it was interesting for me to reflect back
on how much the
college and the region
have changed in the
relatively short span of
seven years.
Optimistic as I was
backthen,ltlUnkthe
future of the college and
this region are even
brighter today than any
of us might have
anticipated.
While the city of
Taunton has become




and adding new jobs -
during this same period
the college has strength-
ened itself in a number
of important ways by
adding new academic ~_'-"'--"
programs, investing in President Tinslel), right, with Taunton Rotary Club President Beth Texeira-Ferraro
educational technology, and Mr. LoUIS Ricciardi, '81. Mr. Ricciardi, who arranged Dr. Tinsley's visit, is
and broadening the base past president of the Taunton Rotan) Club, current chazrman of the Bridgewater
f . t fin . I Foundation, and a member of the college's Board of Trustees.o pnva e anCla
support from alumni and friends.
These are the key points I shared with the Rotary
Club in my December address:
• Bridgewater's enrollment today stands at more
than 8,700 full-time and part-time students, with close to
eighty percent of them from cities and towns in south-
eastern Massachusetts;
• Academically, the college offers more than 100
undergraduate and graduate degree programs, and in
recent years - even as we had to tighten our fiscal belts
- we have added new undergraduate majors in eco-
nomics and in music, plus a new master's degree pro-
gram in public administration;
• Next fall we will open a School of Management
Science and Aviation Science to join the existing School
of Arts and Sciences and the School of Education and
Allied Studies. Now with three major schools within the
college, we will be better able to focus our resources,
coordinate planning and budgets, and deliver services
more efficiently to all of our students and faculty;
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the teaching of religion."
Out of that concern grew the idea
of doing a program to help train
religious educators in a more formal
and systematic way, he says. "The
intent was to use videos so that
religious educators could take the
program home and use them at their
own convenience."
But when officers of the group
approached foundations seeking
funding for the project, they weren't
successful. 'When the idea was
subsequently presented at a publish-
ing conference in 1992, Tabor's
president, Eileen Anderson, was
interested," he continues. "She came
back and spoke with Richard Leach,
Tabor's owner. She told him, 'I really
think this would be a major contri-
bution to the Church.' He said, 'Tell
them we'll do it.' And that's how
'Echoes of Faith' got started."
•
Ralph had worked with Eileen
Anderson for a number of years
when both were employed by
Sadlier Publishing Company in New
York City. He was the company's
president and later chairman of the
board, and she was his vice presi-
Ralph J. Fletcher, '53 and
Jean (Collins) Fletcher, '51
Ralph's most recent "Bridgewater
Connection" is unfolding right now
at Tabor, which recruited him away
from Bridgewater and out of retire-
ment in 1993 to help lead one of the
most significant marketing initiatives
The Bridgewater Connection at a Texas-Based Publishing
Company Helps Bring Strength to Catholic Education
By David Wilson, '71
More than 2,000 miles from the Bridgewater campus -- just north of Dallas in the economic boomtown of Allen, Texas -- there is
an outpost of people whose strong ties to the college have brought them together to work on a major project that will affect how
millions of Catholics learn about their faith and share it.
At the center of this story is Ralph in the company's history -- the
J. Fletcher, '53, vice president and development of its "Echoes of Faith"
director of marketing for Tabor project, among other major projects.
Publishing, one of the nation's In turn, Ralph has turned to one
leading producers of religious of Bridgewater's best-known and
education materials. most respected education profes-
Among the college's 33,000+ sionals -- Professor Judy Deckers of
living graduates, Ralph may well the Department of Elementary and
have more "Bridgewater Connec- Early Childhood Education -- to
tions" than anyone else. assist Tabor in creating the "Echoes
For example: Ralph, who also of Faith" books and videos which
holds a master's degree from take a whole new approach to
Bridgewater, is from a family of teaching catechists about sharing
Bridgewater graduates. His mother, their faith.
Margaret, '26 -- who recently cel- As a curriculum editor at Tabor,
ebrated her 90th birthday -- and Professor Deckers -- who is currently
brother, Dr. John J., '58, and sister on a year's leave of absence from
Ann, '55 (Whalen) are Bridgewater Bridgewater to work on the project
graduates and his wife, Jean, -- is using her experience and
(Collins), '51, is a Bridgewater expertise to make the booklets
graduate -- they met at the college meaningful, stimulating, and useful.
and married while he was still a And a year ago when Tabor
student. wanted to hire an enterprising
In addition, Ralph served seven person to be its New England
years as president of the alumni representative to market "Echoes of
association (a record); he was elected Faith" and other materials, Professor
and served as the alumni representa- Deckers used her "Bridgewater
tive on the college's Board of Trust- Connection" to recommend a former
ees; he is the only person invited to student, Regina Buckley, '91, to be
be the featured speaker both at a Fall that person. Regina now covers the
Convocation (which officially opens six New England states for Tabor
each academic year) and at a Com- and reports she "loves my job."
mencement Ceremony; in 1992 he •
was awarded the Alumni Award for More about those aspects shortly.
Distinguished Service; and in 1988, First, how "Echoes of Faith" came
after retiring as chairman of the about and what the goal of the series
board of another major publishing is.
company in New York City, he "There are 19,000 parishes in the
returned to his alma mater to lend United States, all of which offer
his business expertise as the college educational programs," explains Mr.
foundation's Director of Corporate Fletcher. "There are 190 dioceses in
Relations for four years. the country overseeing these
parishes and every one has a bishop
who appoints a religious education
director. Those people have a
national association, the National
Conference of Catechetical Leaders,
and they have been concerned about
dent. One day in 1993, Eileen--now
president of Tabor Publishing -
called him at Bridgewater with a
proposal.
"She told me about the project
and said the company wanted to
hire me as a marketing consultant,"
he recalls. "1 was intrigued by the
idea because my family and I have
always been closely involved with
the Catholic Church and I had spent
my entire publishing career in the
religious education sector. I was able
to work out an arrangement with
the college that allowed me to take
the time off necessary to go to
Texas."
The offer to be a marketing
consultant soon turned to an offer to
become a senior officer at Tabor.
'When I was asked to become a vice
president, and move to Texas, that
was obviously a big decision for
Jean and me," he says. "We had
moved so many times earlier in my
career I wasn't sure how Jean would
feel about it. But she said, 'Let's go:
and her support really made the
difference."
•
For Ralph, coming out of retire-
ment to become vice president of
marketing at a major catechetical
publisher is the latest unexpected
twist in a life that has had more than
the usual number of turns and
changing directions. Although
"Bridgewater Connections" have
been integral to his career path, he
nearly never went to college at all.
"I enrolled at Bridgewater as a
freshman in the fall of 1949, but
going to college wasn't something I
had been planning to do, even
though my mother was a
Bridgewater graduate (class of 1926)
and my father was a school teacher
at B.M.C. Durfee High School in Fall
River:' he recalls. "My older brother
had gone on to college. In my own
mind, however, I didn't envision
myself going to college."
Ralph happened to be working at
a pharmacy in Fall River, and the
woman who owned it -- Helen
Corrigan, also a Bridgewater
graduate -- encouraged him to think
otherwise. " 'You can do it: she told
me, 'and I'm going to take you up to
Bridgewater and have you meet the
president, Dr. Kelly: She drove me
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to the college, walked me right into
Dr. Kelly's office -- she was a very
influential leader of the Democratic
Party in the state -- and said, T d like
you to accept this young man as a
student: And he did."
He says he was impressed.
"Bridgewater in 1949 was a wonder-
ful place. Coming from the tene-
ments of Fall River to Bridgewater
was like going to heaven. I recall
making a visit to the college before
school started to attend an evening
play, and I remember a big harvest
moon shining over the campus, and
how gorgeous it all looked. Of
course, another big draw for me was
that there were 600 students, and
500 of them were women:' he
admits.
Ralph slowly became friends
with Miss Pope, a formidable
presence on Bridgewater's campus,
and eventually developed a warm
relationship. "1 recall especially how
fascinated I was by a course she
taught to all Bridgewater students, a
course which met once a week
where she would tell us all about the
people who had founded
Bridgewater, and she did it such a
powerful way that I was taken in by
the whole mystique of how these
brave men and women had fought
to bring education to the children of
the nation."
•
It was at Bridgewater that he met
Jean, two years ahead of him in
school.
"Jean and I married at the end of
my sophomore year, which was the
year she graduated from
Bridgewater. Although we were the
same age, the several years I had
spent working before I came to
college accounts for our different
graduating years. Jean took a room
in Bridgewater and accepted a
teaching position in Plymouth. Since
I was still in school, we survived on
her week's pay. Our first son, Ralph,
Jr., was born before I graduated."
'When Jean got pregnant, she
couldn't work, so I did as much as I
could -- I drove milk trucks on
weekends and worked as much as I
could around the college, which
made me feel even closer to the
school. I washed dishes in the
kitchen and painted dormitory
rooms during vacations, so 1got to
know just about everybody.
"In fact, it was my milk truck
driving that got me my first teaching
position. One of my regular stops
was a little breakfast shop in
Marshfield, and it was a place where
the superintendent of schools in
Marshfield used to go for coffee
every morning. During the summer
after 1graduated from Bridgewater I
happened to get into a conversation
with him, and he told me that
Marshfield was overcrowded,
without enough school buildings. A
plan had been developed to house a
fifth grade classroom in a local
library, but he needed a teacher who
could also drive a bus to transport
the pupils to other schools for lunch
and gym, and here I was driving a
milk truck. So 1got hired. My first
contract was for $2,600 a year."
Money was an increasing concern
for a growing family. '1 left
Marshfield after a year -- it seemed
that Jean and 1were becoming new
parents on an annual basis -- to take
a better paying job in Scituate, which
gave me about a thousand dollar
salary increase," he remembers.
"After four years in teaching, 1was
making around $4,600 a year, and
we had just had welcomed our fifth
baby. We just couldn't live on what I
was earning as a teacher, so 1 took a
second job as a bartender at the Red
Lion Inn in Cohasset. As a result, I'd
teach from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. in
Scituate and then drive directly to
Cohasset to tend bar from 6:00 p.m.
until 1:00 a.m. 1did that for a whole
year, with only one night a week off
-- and on that night, I'd drive to
Bridgewater to study for my
master's degree. At the end of the
year 1was exhausted."
Then came an unexpected
opportunity. "One of my regular
customers at the Inn was employed
by a book company in Chicago, and
one night he mentioned that his
company was seeking to hire
someone who could sell textbooks to
Catholic schools in New England.
Even though 1was a public school
teacher, he recommended me -- he
must have told the company, '1
know someone who works
twenty-four hours a day' -- and the
company hired me. The year was
1957, and I was given a new car and
a raise of a couple of thousand
dollars. I thought this was all
fantastic and so did Jean because we
were in tough financial shape," he
says.
"1 spent the next ten years as the
ew England representative of the
Laidlaw Brothers Company, and this
was when I started to become
friends with Miss Pope. I frequently
traveled through Bridgewater and
would often stop just to chat with
her. One day she said to me, 'How
would you like to be president of the
Alumni Association?' and I agreed. I
held the position for seven years."
But he found that selling books
wasn't an easy task. "1 was working
the Catholic schools of New En-
gland in those years, but if you
didn't have a connection in the
system, a contact person, it was very
difficult to sell books," he recalls.
"1'd visit all of these schools and
have trouble selling anything. But
then I found out that the community
supervisor for the Sisters of St.
Joseph was a Bridgewater graduate,
Sister Francis Regis, C. S. J. (Lena
Trojano, '39) and we became good
friends. One day I said to her, 'Sister,
how does one sell books in the
Archdiocese of Boston?' What I
didn't know when I asked that
question was that she controlled the
whole process. At the time there was
considerable interest in the 'modem
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math' movement, and Laidlaw
Brothers had developed a first-rate
series on that topic authored by a
professor at Bowling Green State
University in Ohio. She said, Well,
let's talk about your modem math
program.' Ultimately the Archdio-
cese adopted that book, which meant
that every child in the city's Catholic
schools got that book. It took me
from being just an average, everyday
book salesman rigli.t to the top of the
sales chart."
Working with Miss Pope and
with Sister Francis Regis, Ralph
organized an annual conference of
Catholic educators at Bridgewater
that proved to be a success, further
cementing his relationship both with
Miss Pope and with Sister Francis
Regis.
Then again the "Bridgewater
Connection" came into play. Sister
Francis Regis was so impressed with
Ralph, and with Laidlaw, that she
was planning to move another series
-- this one a history series -- from
Sadlier to Laidlaw. When Sadlier
asked why, she told them about the
dynamic young salesman. Ralph was
promptly offered a position with W.
H. Sadlier Publishing Company in
management. He and Jean, and their
then eight children, prepared to pack
up and head for Chicago.
"In 1966 I joined Sadlier as
Midwest sales manager, and these
turned out to be for Jean and for me
some of the best years of our lives."
Ralph spent three years in Chi-
cago, and when he returned to
Sadlier headquarters in New York
City, he was appointed the
company's national sales manager.
He held that position with Sadlier for
five years, traveling across the
country on a regular basis. In 1974,
Sadlier appointed him president,
again with a boost from fellow BSC
grad Sister Francis Regis.
"She was very highly regarded by
Sadlier, and later when Sadlier
consulted her about whom she
thought would make a good presi-
dent for the company, she recom-
mended me. And literally, that's how
I became president of Sadlier Pub-
lishing Company, because a fellow
Bridgewater graduate gave me that
recommendation. So my connections
to Bridgewater are unbelievable."
In 1984 Ralph was appointed
chairman of the board at Sadlier, and
remained with the company until he
retired in 1987.
"1 thought my career in publish-
ing had come to an appropriate and
thoroughly fulfilling end," he recalls.
"1 was looking forward to new
challenges and I was enjoying my
work at Bridgewater. Then came that
call from Eileen Anderson, and I was
right back in the game."
It's a move that neither Ralph nor
Jean have regretted, as she tells in her
own words:
IIWe Have Lived a Lot of Life Togetherll
Since Jean (Collins) Fletcher, '51,
and Ralph were married during
school vacation in February of 1952,
they have lived in eight different
houses in three different parts of the
country and raised nine children
along the way. 'We have lived a lot
of life together," says Jean.
This latest move -- to Plano, Texas
-- is the furthest from her native
roots in Arlington, Massachusetts,
that Jean has ever called home, but
she wasn't hesitant when Ralph told
her about the offer from Tabor
Publishing. "We're a team, and if his
work required us to go to Texas, I
was certainly willing to start pack-
ing," she states firmly.
•
It was Jean's guidance counselor
at Arlington High School who first
suggested she consider attending
what was then Bridgewater State
Teachers College (although she
personally wasn't familiar with the
college when her guidance counse-
lor mentioned it, she subsequently
discovered that years earlier her
family had actually lived in
Bridgewater). When she came to the
campus the summer after high
school graduation -- "my mother
and my aunt drove me down and
we went in and actually spoke
directly to the president, Dr. Kelly"
-- she was very much impressed
with what she saw.
"1 recall thinking that the campus
was so beautiful, and I said to
myself, 'If I hadn't come here, I
would never have known such a
wonderful world existed.' My
experience at Bridgewater changed
my life. We had unbelievable
teachers who really cared about us,"
she remembers.
That fall, 1947, she entered the
college, and the next year she met
Ralph for the first time. "A group of
us were going in a car to a basketball
game, and the only place to sit was
on Ralph's lap," she says. She recalls
thinking of him as "a nice person--
above average."
"1 was rooming in Plymouth and
Ralph was doing the same in
Bridgewater, and since we didn't
have a car, we had to rely on friends
to get us together," she says.
Ralph and Jean announced their
engagement at Christmas time, 1951,
and married on February 16, 1952, at
a church in Arlington. The first of
their nine children, a son they
named Ralph, arrived in 1953 while
his dad was still an undergraduate.
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By 1960, when there were six
children and Ralph had already left
teaching to become a book salesmen,
the family moved into a larger home
in Marshfield. They remained there
until 1966 when Ralph took on a
management position with Sadlier
Brothers Publishing Company.
"The new job meant we had to
move to Chicago," says Jean. "At
this time we had eight children. You
can imagine the. logistics of resettling
a family of that size halfway across
the country."
After three years in Chicago,
Ralph was named national sales
manager for Sadlier at its New York
City headquarters and the family
moved to West Islip, Long Island.
There Ralph and Jean (now with
nine children) began a twenty-year
stay at a large white house on a
quiet street just a few blocks from
the Atlantic Ocean.
'1 made wonderful friends in
West Islip," says Jean.
Their subsequent return to
Massachusetts proved to be only the
prelude to the move to Texas.
"1 never imagined I'd be living in
Plano, Texas, and enjoying it so
much," Jean says. "The weather is
wonderful and, after raising our
family, it's nice to have this time by
ourselves. Ralph and I both like
living here very much. Even though
we hadn't planned on it, this
certainly turned out to be a good
opportunity for both of us," Jean
says. "1 think we've been very
fortunate."
"Every Opportunity Gives You the Chance to Grow Professional/y"
Professor Judy Deckers is a 24-year veteran of the college faculty. She is a graduate of Worcester State College and holds a
master's degree in reading from Boston University. In addition to her teaching responsibilities, she served for six years as chairper-
son of the Department of Elementanj and Early Childhood Education and is a former chairperson of the college's Undergraduate
Curriculum Committee.
She has done extensive in-service
work for teachers in reading and
writing for the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. She has also taught
courses in international schools in
Mexico, Santo Domingo and Costa
Rica.
For ten years she coordinated the
children's liturgy at the Catholic
Center on campus, and to prepare
for that, she attended for each of
those years a special program on
liturgy at the University of Notre
Dame, "and that really helped me as
I began to work with Tabor on its
early childhood program, the
'Children of God' series."
"Ralph and I got to know each
other in 1988 when we both served
on the search committee that
selected Dr. Tmsley as the college's
new president," she recalls. "Shortly
after that, Ralph left the college to
return to the publishing world as a
vice president of Tabor. At that
point, Tabor was planning to create
a program to introduce young
children aged 3, 4 and 5 to their
religion, and the company was
seeking help from professionals in
the field of early childhood educa-
tion to develop the concept. "
Ralph, who through his associa-
tion with Judy was aware of her
expertise in the area, contacted her.
"Ralph invited me to Dallas to join
the group creating the series which
would be named 'Children of God.'
I was asked to write the curriculum
materials for the three-year olds,
which I did with the assistance of
several of my Bridgewater col-
leagues, Professors Peg Joyce and
Tom Wolpert. Together we com-
posed a set of original stories and
activities for the children and
authored the teachers' manuals to
accompany the materials the
children would use."
The work began in July of 1993
and a total of 30 different lesson
units were completed. The curricu-
lum was published in early 1994.
"This was a wonderfulleaming
experience for me," she remembers.
"After years of using instructional
materials myself, I was now in the
position of attempting to create -- in
the most developmentally-appropri-
ate and 'user-friendly' ways possible
-- similar kinds of educational
materials that teachers and children
would find interesting and appeal-
ing."
Judy traveled throughout New
England for Tabor offering work-
shops at diocesan conferences on
how young children grow in
spirituality, which is the aim of the
"Children of God" series.
"1 was thrilled with the opportu-
nity Tabor was giving me to go out
and talk to teachers about how
young children learn. One aspect
that really pleased me is that at
many of these workshops, I'd run
into former students of mine from
Bridgewater because many of them
are catechists in dioceses in Massa-
chusetts," she recalls.
Judy continued her consulting
work with Ralph at Tabor, focusing
on elementary curriculum materials.
"All of a sudden, in the first
week of February, 1996, Ralph
called me and asked if I would
consider coming to Tabor as a
curriculum editor," Judy
remembers. "He said 'we'd like
to use your pedagogical
background to look at all the
different kinds of educational
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Mr. Ralph Fletcher, '53, and Professor Judy Deckers examine
page proofs at Tabor Publishing in Dallas, Texas.
materials we're developing.' "
Judy asked for an appointment
with President Tinsley to discuss
the situation. "I really don't want to
consider giving up teaching," Judy
told the president. "But I'd like to
try this. I asked her, Would you
grant me a year's leave of absence
so I could go to Texas.' She told me,
'Every opportunity gives you the
chance to grow professionally. I
would strongly encourage you to
take the leave.' "
When Judy arrived in Texas, she
joined a project team that was
working on the "Echoes of Faith"
series, an adult catechetical pro-
gram. "Our goal is to develop a set
of thirty videos and companion
booklets to provide religion teachers
with the skills and content needed to
teach the faith," she explains.
"My team works with authors
and leading theologians -- the
content experts -- to help create
materials that convey in print and
on film the educational or theologi-
cal concepts we want each module
to impart. Since a lot of my work in
teaching at Bridgewater has been in
staff development and, specifically,
in the supervision of reading
programs at the graduate level, this
just fits right into areas where I've
already had experience."
Midway through Judy's one-year
leave of absence, four modules in
the "Echoes of Faith" series have
been produced and distributed.
Even as she plans on resuming her
teaching duties in September, she
looks forward to being involved in
the project in the future.
"This has been such a tremen-
dous learning experience for me and
that's partly because I think the •
work we're doing is so important.
As an educator and a person of faith,
I see such rewards for the children
and for their teachers who will use
what we're doing to become more
competent and confident in sharing
their faith."
"Most of All, I'm a Teacher Again"
The "Bridgewater Connection"
reached out from Allen, Texas, via
the college and found Regina
Buckley, '92, in Avon, Massachusetts.
Regina, who originally had
planned to become a teacher (her
degree was in elementary education),
never envisioned herself in sales, but
today she travels 40,000 miles a year
as the New England sales representa-
tive for Tabor Publishing.
"I love what I do and what I like
most about my job is the people I
meet," she says. "I enjoy providing a
service because our primary market
is parish religious educators, and I
enjoy supporting them in their
efforts," she says.
Not only does Regina sell educa-
tional materials, she also presents
seminars and workshops which are
designed to help train religion
teachers in using those materials
effectively.
And that, she says, is what she
finds attractive about the job. ''I'm a
teacher again," she says, happily. "I
really enjoy that part of the job.
After graduating, Regina had
held several different positions,
including substitute teacher and
educational researcher for a soft-
ware design company.
It was a former professor of hers
at Bridgewater -- Dr. John Marvelle,
himself a Bridgewater graduate,
class of 1972, master's, 1976 -- who
provided the first link in the
"Bridgewater Connection."
"John called one day and he told
me that Professor Judy Deckers was
working for a Catholic publishing
company in Texas," Regina recalls.
"The company had asked if she
knew of anyone willing to take a
sales position in the New England
region." In turn, Judy had called
John Marvelle, who recommended
Regina.
She agreed to send a resume, and
then passed an initial local interview
with Sallie Staton-Knott, the head of
national sales who also had a
'Bridgewater Connection' because
she holds a master's degree from the
college. Two weeks later Regina was
invited to Texas for second inter-
view and was offered the position.
•
Regina started work on Novem-
ber 1/ 1995/ and she is grateful for
the opportunity Tabor gave her.
As for the "Bridgewater Connec-
tion," Regina is convinced it isn't all
accidental.
"I always believed that things
happen for a reason/" she states. "I
feel that having Ralph Fletcher, John
Marvelle and Judy Deckers all
coming into my life was probably
part of some grand plan. I feel very
fortunate that I was given the
opportunity to meet three such
wonderful people and to have the
opportunity that I do with Tabor to
use my talents in so many creative
ways." •
Faculty Profile
"When I Look Around, I See Ph'y'sics Everywhere,"
Says Dr. George Weygandt '53,
Massachusetts Science Educator of the Year
39 years -- and counting -- as a
college faculty member have not
diminished Dr. George Weygand's
enthusiasm for his profession.
"I love to teach. That's what gets
me going every day," says the
Bridgewater State College professor
of physics, who was recently named
Science Educator of the Year by the
Massachusetts Association of
Science Teachers.
The award is among many
honors he has won which recognize
his gift for turning an admittedly
difficult subject -- physics -- into one
that even math-shy students find
they can handle.
'When I go to a social event of
any kind, and I'm asked, 'what do
you do?' and I say, 'I teach physics:
the response is often a mumbled,
'boy, I avoided that like the plague:
Dr. Weygand says.
"Once when then-governor
Michael Dukakis was on campus,
and he asked me the same question,
he said, 'You know why I'm in
politics? In college I started out to be
a science major and took a course in
physics. I did terribly. And the
physics professor said, 'Look, if you
promise never, ever to take another
science course, I will pass you.' So I
changed my major to political
science.' "
Dr. Weygand believes that "fear
of the math" is behind the attitude
many people have toward his
discipline. But "not all physics
courses have to be mathematical,"
he says. "There have to be some
quantitative parts to it," he explains,
yet he is convinced that the subject
can often be approached from a
"practical rather than purely theo-
retical, point of view."
His philosophy on the teaching
of physics has been honed over his
many years in the classroom. "I
don't think it's necessary to entertain
students, but I do think you have to
explain to students why this subject
is of value to them," he explains.
"Since the courses I teach are often
with students who are, for example,
biology majors, earth science majors,
or aviation science majors, I make
absolutely certain that in those
courses, I think of some applications
to biology, to earth sciences, to
aviation so they can see the relation-
ship.'
A reporter once asked Dr.
Weygand, "Is it more important to
gain their interest or to work for
comprehension?" He says he
answered, ''You can't do one
without the other. You've got to get
their attention first. I learned the
value of that early on. So I try to
start by offering some activity, and it
isn't difficult because when I look
around, I see physics everywhere."
The study of science has always
appealed to him. "I've always liked
mathematics and physics," Dr.
Weygand says. After graduating
from Taunton High School, he chose
to attend Bridgewater because he
was aware of the college's strong
reputation in that field. "I knew that
Bridgewater had a long tradition of
preparing teachers of science and
mathematics. I knew that there was
a good, strong program here. "
Although he wanted to become a
teacher -- "I like to talk to people,
and in order to be a teacher you
need to do this" -- his original career
ambition would have taken him in a
different direction, had he pursued
it.
"I had thought for a long time
about becoming an engineer," he
says. "Specifically, I was going to be
a chemical engineer. And I thought,
'well, this is good, and I'd probably
make a lot more money than
teaching but it's not what I want to
do."
Dr. Weygand has fond memories
of his student days at Bridgewater.
'We had a class that included a
lot of people who had been in the
armed forces, as I had been, so many
of us were older," he recalls. "It was
a nice, friendly school. "
One professor in particular made
a strong impression on him. 'We
had one of the most brilliant profes-
sors I have ever encountered, here or
at anywhere else I've been," Dr.
Weygand remembers. "He was T.
Leonard Kelly. He was not only an
excellent professor, he was a
task-master. Several years after I
graduated, and I was teaching at the
high school in Dighton, Professor
Kelly came to visit someone else.
And when he walked into the room,
I could still feel my knees shaking.
After earning his bachelor's
degree from Bridgewater in 1953,
and a master's degree in 1956, he
enrolled -- "when I had enough
money" -- at Harvard University
and ultimately earned a doctorate in
1961.
The call to return to his alma
mater came in 1958. "I must give
credit to Dr. Frank Hilferty, class of
1942 and then director of the
division of natural sciences at
Bridgewater," says Dr. Weygand.





sse Receives Spirit of
Cooperation Award
County Convention Visitors Bureau
for its development and continued
support of the Southeastern Massa-
chusetts Atlantic Canada Associa-
tion (SEMACA). Founded in 1993 by
Dr. Anthony Cicerone, Coordinator
of Canadian Studies and Chairman
of Economics at BSC, SEMACA
provides elected officials and
business leaders from Southeastern
Massachusetts and Atlantic Canada
cities the opportunity to meet and
explore various business opportuni-
ties. "These two regions, Atlantic
Canada and Southeastern Massa-
chusetts, are an excellent match
because of their cultural and eco-
nomic similarities as well as the long
history of trade that exists between
them," explains Dr. Cicerone.
Laura Carlson (lejt), BSC student and
Comment staff reporter, and John HOel) '83,
Brockton Enterprise political reporter, were
panelists for the debate
President Tinsley and Dr. Anthony Cicerone
shown with the college's Spirit of Coopera-
tion Award.
Bridgewater State College was
recently awarded the Spirit of
Cooperation award from the Bristol
Political Debates Held at
Moakle Center
The Brockton Enterprise hosted
two political debates at
Bridgewater's Moakley Center prior
to the November election.
In photo above, Congressman
Barney Frank (right) debated John
Raymond (left). Lou Ricciardi, '81,
BSC Board of Trustee secretary and
chairman of the Bridgewater State
College Foundation was moderator.
The other debate held on campus
was for the Plymouth County
District Attorney race with John
Buckley and Michael Sullivan.
and he told me, 'When you finish
your graduate work, give us a call.'
At that time there was a need for
someone to teach physical sciences,
so after I finished the research for
doctorate, I contacted Frank and I
was appointed an assistant professor
at an annual salary of $5,070, which
was a step up from Dighton, where I
started at $2,730 a year."
George and his wife Bea, whom
he had met while still teaching in
Dighton, settled into a new life. "The
college was a lot different back
then," he remembers."The faculty
was so small that after one of the
commencements, Bea and I invited
all of them -- and most came -- to
our house for a reception. We fit
them all in our house, and we only
have a Cape-style home, so that
gives you an idea of the size of
Bridgewater back then."
Beyond his service to the college,
Dr. Weygand has been active in a
number of community organiza-
tions. For example, for twenty years
he was a member of the Brockton
Hospital Board of Directors, and for
more than twenty years he was on
the board at the Bridgewater
Cooperative Bank.
Along the way, there have been
many awards and citations, includ-
ing this latest honor from the
Massachusetts Association of
Science Teachers.
"I have been very fortunate, and I
am grateful for the recognition I've
received," he says. "One award that
means a great deal to me is the
'DiNardo Award' -- the 'Dr. V. James
DiNardo Award for Excellence in
Teaching' -- which is presented
annually to a professor at
Bridgewater [Dr. Weygand was the
1986 recipient]. I want to be a good
teacher, and that is the good teach-
ing award. From my viewpoint, it's
the most prestigious award I could
receive."
Bridgewater students -- past,
present and future -- would concur
that he justly has earned that
distinction.
College News
Bse Participates in MassNetDay
Congressman Barney Frank, President
Adrzan Tinsley and Congressman Joseph
Moakley prepare for a te[econference during
MassNetDay
On Saturday, October 26,
Bridgewater State College partici-
pated in Massachusetts NetDay,
when thousands of classrooms
across Massachusetts got linked to
the Internet. The event was spon-
sored by Mass etworks Education
Partnership, Inc., a nonprofit
organization dedicated to securing
funding, providing teacher training,
and incorporating the use of net-
worked computers into the educa-
tional process. MassNetworks' goal
is to equip students with the skills
and tools needed to succeed in the
21st century.
During NetDay, teachers from
Norton High School, New Bedford
Regional Vocational High School,
the Arnone Community School, and
Plymouth River Elementary School
came to the Moakley Center for
Internet training provided by
Bridgewater St~teCollege.
Congressmen John Joseph
Moakley and Barney Frank were on
hand at the Moakley Center to show
their support for the goals of
MassNetworks though a teleconfer-
ence with Senator Ted Kennedy, co-
chair of the board of directors of
MassNetworks, who participated
from another NetDay location. The
next etDay is scheduled for April
of 1997.
Teachers at MassNetDay take advantage of
internet training at the Moakley Center
Annual Fund
Update
We are pleased to report that
we are experiencing a terrific
year thanks to you-our loyal
alumni, faculty, staff, parents
and friends. Your support of
this year's annual fund is
critical as we are challenged to
surpass our goal to qualify for
the state matching grant that
matches gifts $1 to $1 from
alumni, up to $220,000, and $1
to $3 from faculty, staff and
friends.
Please join us in making this
our most successful annual
fund. For further information
please contact Karen Cooper
at (508) 697-1290. Contribu-
tions may be forwarded with
checks payable to the





Visa, Mastercard and Ameri-
can Express are also accepted.
Tax Alert
Bruno Freitas, '96 aide to Congressman Barney Frank; Congressman Joseph Moakley; Congressman
Barnet) Frank; President Adrian Tinsley; Mr. Fred Clark, '83, legal counsel to Congressman Moakley
and Vice Chairman of BSC Board of Trustees were on hand at the Moakley Center for MassNetDay
Congress has extended
through May 31st, the period
in which a donor may give
appreciated stock and gain a
tax deduction based upon the
full appreciated value of the
gift.
Gifts of stock are a very tax-
smart way of contributing to
Bridgewater State College. If
you have any questions or
would like to make a stock
gift, please contact Michelle
Stuart in the Development
Office at 508-697-1290.
ICollege News
Athletic Hall of Fame Inductees
On November 1,1996, Bridgewater State College inducted six new members to the BSC Athletic Hall ofFame. The Hall of
Fame was established in 1986 to recognize the contributions of the developers ofand participants in the heritage ofathletic excel-
lence at Bridgewater.
Eligibility to the Hall ofFame is based primarily on the athletic prowess of the individual and includes consideration of personal
integrity, high standards of sportsmanship and good character. Individuals are also eligible on the basis ofoutstanding contributions
to the Bridgewater State College Athletics Program.
Nomination forms for the Athletic Hall ofFame are available by contacting Michael Storey, Assistant Director of Athletics at
(508) 697-1352 or Mary Tiernan, Director of Alumni Relations, (508) 697-1287.
Karan Parkin competed in track
and field, specifically the discus, at
Bridgewater State from 1980-83.
Her throw of 147' 10" in the discus
in 1983 still stands as the BSC
discus record. That same year she
was also the New England cham-
pion in the discus. During her
career she qualified for NCAA
Championships tlvee times and
was on the All East team for all
divisions from 1980-83. She was even invited to the
prestigious Penn Relays in the Open Division. A native
of West Boylston, MA, Karan is now a representative for
The Prudential Company and lives in Charlton, MA.
Charles Tobey was a star guard on
the BSC football team from 1972-75.
He was selected their team captain in
1975. He was named to the New
England Football Conference all star
team in 1975 as well. Since 1984, he
has been the Director of Athletics at
Gulliver Preparatory School in
Miami, Florida. He later went on to
earn his master's degree in sports
administration in 1991 from St.
Thomas University in Miami. He, his wife, Donna (a 1977
BSC graduate) and two sons, Michael and Timothy, live in
Miami, Florida.
Michelle Thompson competed in
track and field from 1985-88. Her
event was the javelin in which she
earned NCAA All American
honors four consecutive years. She
is BSC's only four-time All Ameri-
can. She was also named BSC's
"Female Athlete of the Year" for
1987-88. Michelle graduated from
Bridgewater in 1989 with a degree
in Exercise Science/Health Fitness.
She is presently self-employed as a licensed massage
therapist in the state of Connecticut where she had the
opportunity to work the SNET Women's Tennis Classic
as a massage therapist for those professional players in
the tournament. Michelle is now residing in Hamden,
CT.
Catherine Karl was a four-year
member of both the women's
volleyball (1986-89) and softball
(1987-90) teams at Bridgewater
State. In volleyball, she was selected
to the MASCAC All Conference
team in 1986, 1988, and 1989. In
softball, Cathie played third base
and was named to the NSCA All
American (2nd team) in 1989 and
1990 as well as the MASCAC All
Conference teams form 1988-90. She was BSC's first two-
time "Female Athlete of the Year" in 1989 and 1990. Her
lifetime batting average was .380 which was highlighted
by her batting .470 as a senior. She is a native of Fall
River, MA and now resides in Tiverton, RI.
Debra Carreiro was a four-year
member of the BSC softball team
from 1983-86. She was a two-time
NSCA All American in 1984-85 at
third base and had a lifetime
batting average of .332. Deb
remained at BSC as an assistant
softball coach from 1987-91. She
then became the head coach in 1992
and led the Lady Bears (18-12) to
another MASCAC title and into the
NCAA Regional Championships. In 1993 she became the
full-time head softball coach at Brown University and is
now in her fourth season with the Bears. Brown made
their first appearance in the ECAC Division I Champion-
ships last year under her leadership. Deb is a native of
Attleboro, MA where she graduated from Attleboro
High School.
James McKeon was a high scoring
forward on the men's ice hockey
team from 1971-75. He was the
team captain in both his junior and
senior years. He holds numerous
scoring records at BSC including
most career goals (131) and points
(208). In 1972-73 he scored a season
high 63 points (37 goals, 26 assists)
which ranked him second among
all scorers in the ECAC Division II
that year. Jim now resides in Northbridge, MA with his
wife, Keryn, and three sons, Casey, Rory and Conor.
Alumni Events
The Afro-Am Alumni Association
recently hosted a "surprise" party for
Paul Gaines '68, pictured here with his
wife, Eva la, and many of the citations
received on the occasion of his retire-
ment from Bridgewater State College
after 28 years. Mr. Gaines most recently
was Assistant to the President for
Affirmative Action and Minority
Affairs.
Members of the Bridgewater State
College Chamber Choir under the
direction of Dr. Jacob Liberles performed
the Messiah at the December concert in
the Catholic Center.
More than 50 alumni and friends in the
Boston area enjoyed the November
chocolate demonstration and tasting at
the Ritz Carlton. Pictured are two
attendees sampling the delicious
offerings.
IAlumni Update
Items, Dates, Programs, and Events
Saturday, October 25,19975:00 p.m.
Save the date!
The 60th Anniversary Celebration of the Physical Education Major
Department
Young Alumni Harbor Cruise
If you graduated in the classes of
1986-1996, mark June 27 on your
calendars. We'll launch the GOLD
(Graduates of the Last Decade)
Program with a cruise on the Spirit
of Boston. To date, other colleges
participating in the event include
Newbury, Endicott, Lasell, and
Dean, and we hope to add more to
the list.
Football Alumni Reunion
Watch your mail for details about
the Reunion for former football
athletes on Friday, April 25. Tenta-
tive plans include the dinner at the
Holiday Inn in Taunton.
For up-to-date information





It isn't too early to begin plans for
Homecoming, to be held Saturday,
October 18, 1997. Plan to join fellow
graduates under the tent at Swenson
Field as we cheer our football team
on to victory against Westfield State.
In addition to the game, plans will
include the now traditional Alumni
Gathering at the Charlie Horse in
West Bridgewater for all classes. To
be part of the Homecoming Com-
mittee, contact the Alumni Office.
Dr. Mary Jo Moriarty Lecture and
Alumni Area Gathering
The Hyannis-Bridgewater Physical
Education Alumni Association and
the Bridgewater Alumni Association
will co-sponsor "Sports in Litera-
ture," on April 11, 1997 at the Fuller
Museum in Brockton. The Dr. Mary
Jo Moriarty lecture and presentation,
which begins at 6:00 p.m., will be
given by Dr. John Tobin, a member of
the English department at UMass
Boston. The event also will be an area
gathering for alumni in southeastern
Massachusetts.
Rondileau Campus Center, Bridgewater State College
Remember the fun you had at the 50th!
Invitations to follow in the late summer. Sponsored by the Hyannis
Bridgewater Physical Education Alumni Association
Career Development Workshops
Charting Your Course
Saturday, March 1, 9:00 a.m.-l:00
p.m.
For those interested in exploring a
new career field but don't know
where or how to get information.
Resources in the Career Services
Office will be used:
Selling the New You: Effective Resume
Writing
Saturday, AprilS, 9:00 a.m.-l:00 p.m.
Design your resume and cover letters
using a step by step approach.
Getting to Work: Winning Job Search
Strategies
Saturday, April 12, 9:00 a.m.-l:00 p.m.
Develop job search strategies, learn
about job hunting on the World Wide
Web, goal setting, prospecting,
networking, and interviewing.
For more information on the Career
Development workshops, contact the




Spring events include Careers in
Finance on March 3 and Careers in
Social Work on April 9. Panel
presentations featuring alumni and
other professionals are held in the
Davis Alumni Center and begin at
6:00 p.m.
BSC Job Fair
The Career Services Office will
sponsor the Fifth Annual Job Fair on
March 31 from noon-3:00 p.m. Held
in the Rondileau Campus Center, the
fair will feature employers through-
out Massachusetts and the northeast.
MERC Conference
The Massachusetts Educational
Recruiting Conference will be held in
Boston on April 23-25, bringing
together education candidates and
school hiring personnel from across
the country. First time alumni
participants must attend an on-
campus orientation session on March
26 or April 2; both at 6:00 p.m.
For information on any of the above
offerings, please contact the Career
Services Office at (508) 697-1328.
The Office of Career Services hosted a
Careers in Communication panel on
December 3rd which included (left to right)
David Robichaud, '83, WBZ News; Ed
Donahue '85, WBZ New Radio 1030;
Matthew Gambino '94, Artech House
Publishers; Esta Jacobs '81 and '86, former
Vice President ofPublic Relations, Braintree
Hospital; and Gina Marcucci '94, producer
and Emmy nominee from Channel 56
Alumni Update
CareerNet Becoming a Valuable Source
for Job Planning
"Since over 70 percent of jobs are
found through networking, we think
CareerNet is a valuable resource
both for our alumni and for current
students" says Laura Mills-Lewis,
assistant director of career services at
BSC, describing the program which
matches "Alumni Career Advisors"
with other alums and students
seeking career information.
"To date, more than 550 alumni
have signed up to be advisors, and
we're hoping to recruit many more,"
she says.
The CareerNet concept was
developed by Mr. Brian Salvaggio,
'81, director of career services, as a
way to help the college utilize the
career experience of Bridgewater
graduates.
Working closely with Mary
Tiernan, director of alumni relations,
Mr. Salvaggio and Ms. Mills-Lewis
began by sending letters to gradu-
ates of selected class years soliciting
volunteers who would be willing to
provide answers to three basic
questions:
• How does one get started in
your career field?
• What is it like to live in a
particular geographic area?
• What is a typical career path
for your field?
Those who agree to participate
complete a brief questionnaire, and
the results are entered into a com-
puter data bank that can be tapped
by other alums and students. "This
is really a means of career explora-
tion," explains Ms. Mills-Lewis.
"Although contacts made through
the program may lead to jobs, this is
not a job placement nor referral
service. Instead, the program
facilitates the exchange of informa-
tion, development of professional
contacts, and the sharing of exper-
tise and interests."
CareerNet advisors communi-
cate with students and other alumni
through the mail, via telephone,
through informal meetings or via
e-mail. A subdirectory of CareerNet
-- the Minority Career Network --
has also been established to bring
together advisors with minority
students and alumni who have
career and work-related issues
specific to special populations.
Last November, the Office of
Career Services hosted its first
"Networking Event" on campus,
and more than 50 people -- many of
them CareerNet advisors -- were on
hand for the event. Featured speak-
ers were Jeff Wheeler, '92, marketing
director for a Boston-area communi-
cations company, and Craig Hall,
'90, chief fiscal officer with the state's
Executive Office of Administration
and Finance.
"This was our first opportunity
to bring together in person a group
of our CareerNet volunteers with
those who are using the service,
especially those students who were
graduating in January" says Ms.
Mills-Lewis. "Our next event is
planned for Tuesday evening, April
8, in the Campus Center Ballroom.
Here we plan to have a number of
CareerNet advisors present to sit
and talk with students and other
alumni."
The value of career networking
is catching on fast, says Ms.
Mills-Lewis. "As our students move
up to their upper class years, they
know that there are two halves to
success in the job market. The first
half is what you know -- and that's
where the quality education stu-
dents receive at Bridgewater is
paramount -- and the other half is, of
course, whom you know. There's a
large untapped alumni resource out
there and we hope that CareerNet
can help make that connection to
'whom you know,' " she says.
Alumni interested in participat-
ing can call Ms. Mills-Lewis at
508-697-1328 or write to her at the
Office of Career Services,
Bridgewater State College,
Bridgewater MA 02325. Her e-mail
address is llewis@bridgew.edu.
1924
Esther Gizzarelli wants to know if
anyone else from the class of 1924 ~s still
alive! She just turned 93 years old m
November, she still drives her car and
volunteers twice a week at the Quincy
Visiting urse's Association. She says
being with younger people keeps her
"alive and alert."
1925
Olive Emily Howard Gurney just cele-
brated turning 90 years old, and 20 years
of healthy retirement. She is living with
her daughter Patricia Gurney Baker, '63.
1927
At 90 years of age, Carol Richardson
Hood still maintains her own horne. She
has two children, four grandchildren, and
one great-grandchild....Marjorie Nichols
Richardson is living at the Lincoln Horne
in Maine, and loves it. She often thinks of
her "hal?PY days" at Bridgewater....Pearl
Pettengill is "amazed to have reached 90!"
1928
Eunice Morse-Shuebruk Clark is still
enjoying life by tra~eling, line dancing,
and attending meetings of varIOUS
organizations.
1929
Marjorie Burdett Carlson wants her fellow
"192gers" to know that she is writing a book
called Growing Up With the Century.
1930
Enid Scribner McGirr says her
Bridgewater years were filled with "fun,
hard work, and rewarding results," and
she is often teased by her three children
and four grandchildren about her fond
memories and loyalties to Bridgewater
....Alma Roche Driscoll says "thank-you"
to Bridgewater for making it possible for
her to teach - the thing she most want~d
to do in life. She is well and mvolved m
many activities.
1931
Elizabeth Doyle Beagan has five
grandchildren and says she enjoyed
working in the grandparent prograJ?
helping children to read, at the Devme
School in Randolph, Massachusetts.
Professor Lenore Padula, a member
of the college faculty from 1964 to
1996, passed away on October,
1996, after a brief illness. Professor
Padula was a member of the




Florence Cobb Stevens and her
husband are still very active. They live
on the Cape and "love the area very
much." ...Helen Winning Phalen says
she has many "fond memories of life at
Bridgewater that will always last."
1933
Dorothy Chatterton Carter just cel-
ebrated her 86th birthday with her two
children and five grandchildren. She
says they are all "a great joy" to her.
1934
Alice Donahue is retired after 33 years
of employment with the Town of
Norwood and the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. She lives in a retirement
community in Norwood and stays busy
with reading, piano music, bingo, and
other activihes....Marcella Moran
Teahan is proud to have her grandniece,
Kate Moran, in Bridgewater's Class of
1998. She says it "refuforces my wonder-





Dorothy Bearce Tilden is "82 and still.
going strong!" She has two sons and SlX
grandchildren. She loves to travel and
recently went to Florida, on a Caribbean
cruise, and a cruise to Bermuda....
Condolences to Mae Buelow Bradbury
who lost her husband, John, one month
shy of their 60th wedding anniversary....
Bertha Ellis Pease and her husband Just
celebrated their 55th wedding anniver-
sary. They have three children, eight
grandchildren, and one great-grand-
cltild who is "the pride of us all." ...Hazel
Prescott Townsend is living with her
daughter in Texas, but travels all over
the country visiting her children, nine





P. O. Box 1075
East Dennis, MA 02641
Marjory Hollenbeck Richardson and
five others stayed in East Sandwich,
Massachusetts, and enjoyed the Cape for
a few days after their 60th Class
Reunion last May....Marguerite Mahady
Boyle just finishe~ and published an
autobiography WrItten so her children
and grandchildren can get to know the
"whole me," and also the changes in the
world from 1916-1996....5ylvia
Pentikainen Patrick just returned from






Wilma Quinn Fitzgerald is retired and
enjoyin~ time to do many activities with
her famIly and friends ....Marie Randall
Farnham's grandniece, Alison Randall,
is a member of Bridgewater's Class of
2000.
1938
Katharine Spillane Loughan Uppling
enjoys visiting her children and. . .
grandchildren in New Jersey, Vrrglllia,
and South Carolina. She, along WIth
Helena Loughan O'Malley, are ~ool?ng
forward to their 60th Class Reuruon m
1998....Alma Nye enjoyed traveling this
year. She went to Alaska for the third
time, in July, and to Turkey, for the
second time, in September.
1939
Jane Austin Ward had a second cornea
transplant which she says hel}?ed her
Sight "about 50%." She still enJoys
traveling in her trailer....Ruth Maurer
McGhee has been studying piano for
the past 10 years and recently published
a booklet titled Carols for Chnstmas....
Mary Reposa Santos taught for 25 years
at Seekonk High School and is now
volunteering four times a week at the





West Hartford, CT 06107
Elizabeth Betty Gibson worked for the
Visiting Nurse Association of the North
Shore in Massachusetts for more than 50
years. As a retirement gift to her, a fund
in her name was established for
Christmas gifts for the less fortunate.





Ina Mosher Marland is still active,
doing aerobics, playing the organ in .
churches, nursing homes, and for speCIal
groups. She is living in Florida....Ruth
Stone Kumin is living on her own in
Brockton, Massachusetts. She is
confined to a wheelchair due to .{Jolio 41
years ago, but says she is managmg....
Lillian Warren Willinsky Blumberg
has eight grandchildren. She recently
remirusced with classmates Ruth Stone





South Yarmouth, MA 02664
Ursula Bartley Kelley has one daughter,
one grandson, and two great-grandchil-
dren.
1943
Luella Eaton Hartbower and her
husband, Carl, recently celebrated their
55th wedding anniversary. They
recently celebrated the birth of their first
great grandchild....Ellen Mercer Diming
attended the WAYES National Conven-
tion and ran into Eleanor Gannon
Callahan'42. They enjoyed reminiscing





Doris Wordell Paluba writes that her
youngest daughter and her husband
returned from Vietnam last December
with their infant son, and she says he
"was the best Christmas gift ever." She
also has two other foster grandchildren.
1945
Clementine Magliano Mossey retired
af~er ~o y~ars of serving as an assistant
prillopal ill the Brockton Public School
Sy~t~m. She has enjoyed traveling,
VlSlting Europe, Hawaii, Mexico, and
much of the U. S. Her husband passed
away in this past year, but she keeps
busy doing volunteer work.
1946
Phyllis Clayman Friedman
30 Washington Street #713
Brookline, MA 02146
Dorothy Brooks Church recently
clocked 8,000 miles driving across
country. She also visited Alaska, went
on a cruise, and returned horne by way
of British Columbia to Alberta, south to
Yellowstone, and horne again....Edward
Kennedy taught history at Taunton
High School for 30 years and was
I Class Notes
recently inducted into Taunton High
School's Hall of Fame for his contribu-
tions to the school. He is also the author
of several writings around the history of
Taunton. Most of his writings are
available at the Historical Society.
1947
Margaret Boffetti Tonello is retired
after 29 years in the Bourne School
System. She is currently working part-
time for her son, who is a CPA and CFP
and owns his oyvn business in Sagamore
Beach....Helen Baumbach Thomas is
retired from teaching and has volun-
teered to .{Jrefare a reunion book for the
50th reumon. She enjoys doing geogra-
phy workshops, crafts, and church
work. She recently underwent cancer
surgery in July and credits Big Sister
Ruth Gralton Meade as being a "true
friend" when she flew in from Hawaii to
help take care of her.
1948
Genevieve Powers divides her time
between Hampton, New Hampshire,
and Clearwater, Florida. She enjoys
frequent visits to Ireland.
1949
Jacqueline Killen Weyand
34-10 94th Street #1C
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
The sympathy of the Class of 1949 is
extended to Irene Bouley Oslund,
whose husband passed away in
July....Gloria Brogi Turgiss retired from
the Andover School System after 37
years of teaching in Lexington and
Andover combined. She has three
children and three grandchildren. She
also spends five months of the year in
Tequesta, Florida....Philip Curtis has
retired to Yarmouthport on lovely Cape
~o.d....Natalie Dorman Agostino is
hVlng on Nantucket Island and is
currently working for Hyline
Cruises....Jim Flanagan is currently the
Director of Treatment at the Eastern
Massachusetts Correctional Alcohol
Center in New Bedford. Previously, he
served for 30 years as Director of Career
Planning/Placement at UMass
Dartr~lOuth....After 43 y~ars of living in
Frarrungham and teaching school in
Ashland, Doris Haynes Tierney
recently moved to Tiverton, Rhode
Island, to be near her son and her "dear
grandchildren." She would love to hear
from any classmates....Jacqueline Killen
Weyand has been retired from New
York Life for four years and now
volunteers twice a week with the
Momentum Project, a New York City
AIDS outreach project. She also works in
her parish program for the
homeless....Frances McElroy Heney and
her husband, Joe, are enjoying retire-
ment WIth plenty of golf and time with
their three grandsons and
granddaughter....Marie McNeil
Sweeney retired in 1991 and loves to
travel and do volunteer work. She lives
in Miami, Florida, and says she enjoys it
there....Dorothy Murray is now Sister
Maria Murray, C.V.I. She is a Sister of
the Immaculate Word and Blessed
Sacrament. She taught for 30 years and
spent 17 years in pastoral ministry. She
received her M.RE. in 1978, and her
M.A. in Theology in 1990. In 1995, she
published an article entitled The Lone
Bagpiper....William Sides has had three
generations (including himself) of his
family graduate from Bridgewater, his
mother in 1906, and his daughter and
her husband in 1974....Natahe
Weinstein Oxman is living in Natick
Massachusetts, and retired three yea;s
ago after 25 years of teaching math.
Together with her husband,Robert she






Paul and Dottie Fisher Dickie '49, have





Lawrence Costa is retired from the DOE
MCIB, MA. He was a teacher and a
principal for 10 years. He was awarded
a distinguished service citation from
Boston's NCq for New England's best
care giver. Some of his efforts were
published by Rutger's University....
Doris Gould Hanson and her husband,
John, have retired from the roadside
stand business they have had for over 30
years. Their two sons and daughter have
taken over the business on Route 104 in
Bridgewater. They now live in
Shelbourne, Massachusetts, near where
Doris grew up....Barbara Anne Holub
LaCambria extends her best wishes to
the Class of 1951, especially those who
kept in touc!t with her through her
h~spIt~ation.She says they "epito-
rruze Bndgewater's motto 'Not to be




East Falmouth, MA 02536
Mary Alice Carre MacLaren Acklen
says "Texas is weat," and invites her
classmates to ' Come and see us in
Buchanan Dam!"...Florence Katwick
Shearer and her husband are both
retired and still living in California. She
is retired from the State Department of
Health Services, and he, from General
Electric Medical Systems. They have
four grandchildren....Grace Medeiros
Cobb is retired after 20 years of teaching
in Mattapoisett. She has two sons and a
daughter. She enjoys foreign travel, and
has taken many courses from
Bridgewater since graduation. She still
lives in Marion, where she has lived
since graduating from Bridgewater....
Marie Reilly Grzywacz is retired from
the Raynham School System. She has
two sons and one grandson....Joyce
Schofield Downey is retired after 28
years of teaching and coaching at
Fitchburg State College. She says the
years have "passed swiftly, with many
pleasant and interesting experiences.' ...
Marjorie Simmons Hunt went to China
in May, went paragliding in Wyoming
this summer, and just returned from a
windjammer trip in Maine on the
Angelique....Rodel Sokol Greenberg
retired in 1991 after 33 years of teaching
in Los Angeles. She recently celebrated
her 44th wedding anniversary with her
husband, Morton. She works as a travel
agent.. ..Eileen Zemmel Zelch is retired
after 26 years of teaching first grade. Her
and her husband, Gene, have two
daughters. Now they are planning to
travel, enjoy their condo at the Jersey






Joyce Bissell Carpenter is still living on
Cape Cod. Her retirement job is teaching
Head Start in Yarmouth, Massachusetts.
She has five grandchildren....Katherine
Hem is retired after 46 years of teaching
in Taunton....Lola Lymberis Tatakis is
retired after 20 years of teaching,
substituting, and long-terming. Her
days are filled with volunteenng, church
work, bowling, gardening, and travel-
ing. She also likes to entertain family
and friends....Mary Ann Rattray Riley
retired in June 1995, after 32 years
teaching in Bourne. She and her
husband Bob, now winter in Clearwater,
Florida, and still maintain their home on
Cape Cod....Beverly Thomas retired in
1990 after 37 years of teaching French.
She still enjoys her annual trip to
Paris....CaroI Young Mesheau is retired
after teaching sixth grade. She and her
husband Jack, have three children and
four grandchildren. Carol served as
Class Notes
president of several organizations
mcluding the Norwell Teachers'
Association. She also served on the
Plymouth County Teachers' Board of
Directors and 13 years as a Commis-
sioner on the Norwell HOUSing Author-
ity. She and her husband were recently
erected officers in the Norwell Historical





North Easton, MA 02356
Patricia Phillips
21 Thurston Point Road
Gloucester, MA 01930
Ann Burgess Morris still judges
gymnastic meets and officiates at track
meets. She and her husband divide their
time between North Kingston, Rhode
Island, Florida, and Maine....Rose
Dantono Maloney and her husband
built a home in Cooper City, Florida,
where they live eight months out of the
year. They spend the remainder of the
year on Cape Cod. They now have three
grandchildren... .Jeanette Dipaoli
Damon retired after 38 years teaching
and counseling. She earned a CAGS in
Family Therapy. She has enjoyed
traveling to China, USSR, India, and
Peru and plans to continue to "see the
world" inner retirement years....
Gertrude Jackson Daneau retired five
years ago and is now President of the
Norwell Historical Society, a Chairman
of the town cemetery committee, and a
volunteer driver for the Council on
Aging. She enjoys traveling and visiting
her cfuldren in Colorado and
Georgia....Jean McCarthy Anderson
retired from the Pentucket Regional
Schools in 1995....Sondra Schwartz
Leiman is in her 30th year teaching in
Riverdale, New York. She is the author
of America: The Jewish Experience, a text
for middle school children....Patricia
Slade Marston enjoys spending time on
her "big toy boat." They take it to
Florida in the winter and to Annisquam
in the summer. She writes, "We have
room for visitors - come on down!" ...
Lincoln Tripp retired after 37 years of
teaching. He currently serves as









Elva Bertoncini Kanakry and her family
recently visited Italy where they spent
time in Florence, and visiting relatives
near Lucca....John DiTullio has a family
full of Bridgewater graduates! His son
John, marned Susan DesLauriers, both
members of the class of 1981, they have
two children, and his daughter Donna,
married classmate Michael Grugnale,
both from the class of 1983, they have
one daughter....Cynthia Hoyt Smith is
now retired and enjoying her
grandchildren....Joan Murphy retired in
June after 34 years of teaching and says
"Let the games begin!" ...Elizabeth
Pattison Kulas retired after 32 years of
teaching and plans to travel, visit her
grandchildren in Missouri, and enjoy
tneir newly built condo....Nancy Whyte
Frey is known as the "paint lady"
working at a Mother'sDay Out program
at a local church. She enjoys continuing
her work with small children....Barbara
Wolff Dawson is retired after 23 years
of teaching pre-school. She still works
for MarinerNewspapers one day a





South WeJjmouth, MA 02190
Eleanor X Olson
30 Wright Street
South Weymouth, MA 02190
Blandine Jasnocha Hogan had a
wonderful time at the 40th class
reunion. Her husband and daughter
joined her from Minnesota for the
campus tour, and they also spent a day
in Boston, and one on the Cape....Mary
Lymberis retired after 33 years of
teaching. She has been to Greece twice,
and to Washington and Alaska....Emma
Nancy Romano Magro is retired from
teaching. She and her husband recently
drove to California to visit with their
daughter, who is a music editor in Los
Angeles. She also visited her college
roommate Rowena Morey Mukhar,
whom she hasn't seen since
1979....Arline Schatz Roy retired in






Gerald Blanchette retired in 1991 from
his assistant principal position....John
Braithwaite, Jr. retired after 23 years of
serving as special education director in
Marshfield, Massachusetts....Barbara
Churbuck Adams retired from teaching
after 38 years. She is happily enjoying
Class Notes
of his ordination....Patricia Johnson
Coombs is teaching 5th grade Language
Arts/Reading in Marshfield, Massachu-
setts. H~r daughter Jennifer, graduated
from ~ndgewater in 1992, and her son
John, IS currently a senior at the
college....Janet Levesque Hildreth is
pastor of a r,w:al congregation as an
ordamed rmmster ill Indiana. She
recently became a grandmotheL..
Dorothy Lopes retired in 1989 and
spends her time traveling, and doing
volunteer work at the VA Medical
Center in Providence, Rhode Island at
schools in East Providence, and at other
organizat.ions....J~-Anne Rothmyer
Granger IS ~eaching a multi-age primary
class m Lexillgton, Massachusetts. She
~as two daughters....Frank Ryan retired
ill Febr,uary, after 26 years as a special
educatIon teacher and administrator in
southern California school districts. He
works for the American Foundation for
the Blind as their National Program
Associate in Education. He and his wife
Diane, live in Palo Alto, California.... '
M~ch.ael Sansone has been appointed
pnnClp~1of the St. Jerome School in
Marslilield, Massachusetts. He and his
wife haye one son and a granddaugh-
ter.... DIane Zona recently retired after
34 years of teaching. She says she is




10 Presidents Lane #11
Quincy, MA 02169
Avis Brown ~iller retired in June, after
33 years teaching in Somerset, Massa-
chusetts. She and her husband moved to
Winter Haven, Florida, where they plan
on ~avelingand enjoying Central
~or~da....Pa.tricia Hamish-Miller Kelly
IS still substitute teaching and working
at the Sylvan Learning CenteL..Ruth
Parent Fitzpatrick is president-elect of
Priscilla Anderson Morrison is semi-
retired and living in Clearwater Florida
and in Orleans, Massachusetts. Her '
husband of 38 years recently passed
away! so she IS planmng on coming out
of retiren:tent and ':V0rking as a speech
patholOgist ill Flonda....Jane Antolini is
the o~ner of "Lady Jane's Inn" in
Provmcetown, Massachusetts and is a
chairwoman on the Provincet~wnBoard
of Selectrnen....Judith Boynton
Stoddard Robillard is a very busy
"Nana" to six grandchildren with two
more due in the near future..'..Reverend
Jean-~ierreDery recently celebrated his
60th buthday and the 20th anniversary
1962
Louise McGibbon Moline has pur-
chased a 32' catamaran, and enjoys
spending~ewith her granddaugh-
teL .. MaIJone Mersey Cadoret is
retired after 35 years in the Middletown,
RI:od~ Island, school system. She is
enJoymg every minute of her "new
lif~.".. .John Morgan and his wife
enjoyed the recent class reunion and
extended ~he va~ationby visiting their
son and hIS family 111 Oregon.... Priscilla
Orcutt Nickerson is retired after 30
years in education....Dr. Eugene Thayer
recently received. an honorary doctor of
laws degree. ~e IS retmng after nine
years as supenntendent of Framingham
Public Schools. He also served as a
superintendent in Erving, Hopkinton,
and Lawrence. He also served as
principal in Norwood and Norton, and
as a teacher in Plainville and
Nor:-vood....Cynt~ia Tower Huddy just
receIved her M.S. m human services
from UMass Boston.
1961
Members of the Class of '62 and fri~nds enjoyed at mini-reunion at the November chocol~te
1emon~tratlOn and tasting at the Rlt~ Carlton In Boston. Standing, left to right: Pat Galvin
68, Dl~ne Zona, Jack Jones, and Shezla Tunstall McKenna. Seated left to right: Christine
Kwarclnskl Hill, Joan Parker Wheaton, and JoAnne Rothmyer Granger.
tirne." ...Joseph Simas is retired and
"loving every minute of it!"
1958
1960
Janet Cowe Colford and her husband
have five ~hildren and three grandchil-
dr~n. Theu youngest, Steven, is now at
Bndgewater State....Cynthia Donatelli
North would like to hear from class-
mates at Cynthia256@aol.com, espe-
cially from Marilyn Barry, Joanne
Kendall Freyermuth, Nancy Monbleau
Clapp, Evangeline Liapis, Mary Keefe
Noll, Judy Hinckley Ferguson, and
Beverly Blute. Cynthia works as an
educational technology specialist for the
~en~on-Upton regional school
dlstrlct.. ..Joan Keyes Sullivan is still
teaching, but is lookin~ forward to
retirement....Marcel RIchard has been
retired for ten years and has "enjoyed
everyone of them!" ...Jane Russell
Kilmer is still supervising the residential
program at the Beverly School for the
Deaf. She recently celebrated the birth of
her first grandchild in September....
Barbara Shire Magro is retired after 38
years of teaching.
her seco~d career selling antiques.
Along WIth her husband, she exhibits in
20 major antique shows throughout
New ~ngland ~nd Pennsylvania. She is
an active Rotanan and corresponding
secretary of Delta Kappa
Gamma....Marie Geann Duerden
reti:ed after 39 years of teaching in
Ab.illgton, Massachusetts. During her
retirement, she wants to "take time to
smell the roses." ...Vincent Hagarty is
the proud father of three sons John
Fran, and Mike, all of whom ran th~
100th Boston Marathon....Margaret
Lem~sMerrit.t retired after 25 years of
teaching. She IS now busy with her 19
grandchildren, and involved in Habitat
for Huma~ty,. substance abuse preven-
tIon orgamzations, and church activities.
She recently returned from two weeks in
Austria.
1959
Joan ~ullivanretired after 36 years of
teaching. She had spent three years in
Alaska, and the rest in East Bridgewater
Massachusetts. '
~u.th Dixon Schuttauf's family just
finished 20 years "straight" of college.
Her last daughter recently got marned.
She extends her thanks to Bridgewater
and says "your educational background
for me, ~~s been a great help." ...Robert '
LocatellI IS an adjunct professor in the
College of Education at UNLV....Alice
Ricci .oo?ley is retired after 32 years of
teaching m Taunton. She enjoys
traveling ~~en she can get away, but
says there IS never enough
the National Association of Laboratory
Schools. She will take office in February
1997....Beatrice Richardson Estes is
retired from teaching after 25 years in
Plymouth. She recently moved to
Cfearwater, Florida, and is looking for
Bridgewater alumni in the area....Robert
Rogers is retired after 23 years of
teaching.
1964
Rena Anti Almeida works part-time in
the functions department of the
Sheraton Inn in Plymouth, Massachu-
setts, and is also working for a photogra-
pher. In July, she is always busy
teaching summer school at Plymouth
North High School and says, "like many
people, I eagerly await a visit from
Pub1isher's Clearinghouse!"...Helen
Craven Tripp is still working in two
libraries, Woods Hole and Falmouth,
Massachusetts. Her husband works at
the Coastal Research Center in Woods
Hole.....Elaine Linehan MacDonald is
currently teaching music in a K-5 school.
She is working on her master's degree at
Northern Arizona University. Shenas
three daughters, all of whom graduated
from Claremont McKenna College in
California....Rochelle Massoud Kieron
is still teaching math at Portsmouth
High SchooL.Gracie Ward retired after
35 years of teaching in the Weymouth
Public School System.
1965
James Hanley is a project coordinator at
Home Depot. He was also recently
elected to the school committee in
Attleboro, Massachusetts....David
Matthews is retired after 27 years of






Joan Ando Casabian is still teaching at
Bridgewater-Raynham High Schoof
along with her husband. They have two
children, a daughter who is a senior at
University of Iowa, and a son who is a
high school freshman....Charlotte
Bloomberg Milby is a supervisory
principal in Brooklyn, New York. She
and her husband enjoy traveling in their
spare time....Charles Crawley moved to
Cape Cod and is workine; for OlympiC
Sports in Hyannis....Daruel Dodson was
recently selected to serve as a member of
the social studies assessment develop-
ment committee in Methuen,
Massachusetts....Lorraine Kalil Joncas is
now the sophomore vice-principal at
Durfee High SchooL.Ann Mosley
Class Notes
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Langlois is teaching 4th grade at A.J.
Gomes School in Wew Bedford,
Massachusetts....Bruce Palombro is the
director of guidance in the Needham
Public School System....Rena Zipeto
Shea is the assistant superintendent of
the Rockland, Massachusetts, public
schools.
1967
Marcia Atkins is a social worker for the
Department of Social Services in Lynn,
Massachusetts. She recently returned
from a wonder tour of France....Barbara
Byrne Hurney is in her 29th year
teaching in Plymouth, Massachusetts,
and is looking forward to retirement to
pursue other interests....Cynthia
Fernandes Gajewski is in her tenth year
as a library media specialist at
Nonnewaug High School in Woodbury,
Connecticut... ..Elaine Hall Marinella
was recently inducted into Cambridge
school's Athletic Hall of Fame for
basketball....Paul Herrlich is in partner-
ship with his son and daughter, running
a little cafe nightspot in Greenwich
Village in New York....Marcia Mitchell
McCarthy was recently named a finalist
for the 1997 Massachusetts Teacher of
the Year. She teaches eighth grade
geography....Laura Parker Carley was
awarded a "14 gallon certificate" from
Edison Regional Blood Center. She is
also active in the Lee County Women's
Tennis League....William Slattery was
recently appointed chairman of the
social studies department at Randolph
Junior-Senior High School in Massachu-
setts.
1968
Donna DaLey Brownp.o. Box 366
Bryantville, MA 02327
Linda Clark Dyer received her Ph.D
from the University of Milmesota. She is
currently employed at Augsburg
College Education Department. She has
two children....Dale-Ann Cotter is a
child therapist at Wareham Area
Counseling Service....Maurice "Moe"
Desmarais was recently appointed
executive director of the American
Supply Association in Chicago,
fL...Doris Duggan is a library/media
speCialist at Scituate Middle/High
School in Scituate, Rhode Island....
Thomas Evans recently left his 20 year
position as principal at the Holt
Elementary School to become the
principal of the William G. Vinal
Elementary School in Norwell, Massa-
chusetts.... Richard Harlow retired after
40 years in high tech and occupies his
time teaching and selling real
estate....Bruce Houde works in data
processing. He and his wife just
celebrated their 27th wedding anniver-
sary. They have two children....Paula
Knapinski Kenney teaches sixth grade
language arts/social studies in
Connecticut....Andrea Nolan Donila is
now teaching fifth grade science and
health after teaching first grade for the
past 17 years in Fayette County,
Georgia....Thomas Witham is principal




44 Tall Timber Drive
Berwick, ME 03901
Home phone: 207 698-5824
Work Fax: 603 743-4483
Class Secretary Carol Ethier Pappas
hopes classmates "will send any little
tidbits about yourselves, your family,
your work, and more. Have you written
a book or article, or received any
honors? Your classmates would love to
know all that is happening with you!
Call or write me at the address above."
Joyce Jordan Napert received the
"Frank Upis Elementary Teacher of the
Year Award" in June of 1996, from the
Fall River Chamber of Commerce....
Mary Montejunas Kaufman lives in
California and trains D.A.R.E. police
officers and educators through her
position in the office of instruction, Los
Angeles Unified School District....Jack
Pacheco is now employed by the
National Education Association. He was
recently promoted to government
relations manager for the eastern United
States....James Taylor is the principal of
the Morton Middle School in Fall River,
Massachusetts.
1970
Dr. Raymond Calabrese is a full
professor at the University of Texas at
San Antonio. He had a book published
in 1996 entitled, Hands-on-Leadership
TooLs for Principals....Barry Johnson is the
executive secretary for the town of Oak
Bluffs on Martha's Vineyard....
Middleton McGoodwin became a
proud grandfather in May of 1996. He is
looking forward to his 25th wedding
anniversary....Fiona Miller has been
teaching elementary school in Avon,
Massachusetts, for 27 years....William
Palladino has been appointed principal
of the Ahern Middle SChool in Foxboro,
Massachusetts. Previously, he was the




3 Great Hills Drive
East Sandwich, MA 02537
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Agroup of BSC grads from the 1970s got together to celebrate the 45th birthdays of Man) Margaret O'Malley
McGowan, Jean McKenZie Wha!en, and th~,Martino twins, Janice and Elaine, allfr01.n the Class of '73.
Hostess Kathy Corken) Imms/o 73 reports agood time was had by all, and consldenng that many of us had
not seen each other In 20 years, snide comments were kept to aminimum!" Among the guests at her North
Andover! MassacJ!usetls, Iwme were, rear: Sus~n Marshal Faro '74, Elaine Donahue Allard '74, Joe Faro '73,
Lmda Vitagliano 74, Debbie Burke Thornton 73, Karen Bucknvitch Rymsha '73, Debbie Brown Consentino
'73, Cindy Lord Reardon '73, "Wild Bill" Allard 73, and Missey O'Connor McManus '76. Middle row:
Elaine Martino '73, Man) Margaret O'Malll!l) McGowan '73, Sandy Szymczak Avola '73, and Janice Martino





Elaine Clement-Holbrook reached a
coaching milestone by coaching Oliver
Ames High School basketball's 300th
victory. She has been coaching there for
the past 21 years. Her career record is
308 wins, 128Iosses....Thomas Couglin
was married on May 26,1996. He and
his wife, Patricia, traveled through
France and Italy for their
Donatelli has been promoted to the
position of vice president, national sales
manager with NewsBank, Inc. He lives
in Uxbridge, Massachusetts, with his
wife and their two daughters....Karen
Erikson is teaching art at the Brookfield
Elementary School and has one daugh-
ter in college....Nancy Latini Barron is
teaching fourth grade at Beechwood
Knoll Elementary School in Quincy,
Massachusetts....Janice Pieri-
O'Shaughnessey lives in Fall River with
her family, where she has written and
directed plays for the past 20 years. In
February she will direct a production of
Noises Off for the FaIl River Little
Theatre. Jan would like to hear from
classmates at Jan917@aol.com especially
Dennis Travers....Theodora Psilekaris
is in her fifth year teaching at the Silver
Lake Regional Junior High School... .or.
Susan WaIetkus received her doctorate
in chiropractic medicine and is now
practicing in Bridgewater - "just around
the comer from the college!"
~~
has been accepted for graduate studies
at Antioch New England Graduate
School in Keene, New Hampshire. She is
pursuing her master's degree in
education....Linda Detommaso
Warnock has been teaching Spanish at
Cardinal Spellman High SChool in
Brockton, Massachusetts, for 23
years....In January, Jim Fagan will begin
his third term in the Massachusetts
House of Representatives....Margaret
Fairhurst Copeland is the religious
education coordinator and minister to
youth at Our Lady of Lourdes Church in
Taunton, Massachusetts. She and her
husband recently celebrated their 25th
wedding anniversary....Judith Hampton
Fisher Schmidt is enrolled in a master's
degree program at the University of
North Texas. She works as a multimedia
instructor in Burkburnett, Texas....Linda
Taylor Rapoza has been principal of the






David McNeamey is the assistant
computer director for the Spencer/East
BrooKfield, Massachusetts school system
and a grade seven and eight computer
teacher. His wife Lee Bogart McNeamey
'75 is a health and physical education
teacher and health curriculum coordina-
tor for the North Brookfield Public
Schools. They have one son....Jim
Ann Brassard Koczera
119 Jarry Street
New Bedford, MA 02745
Teresa Delfanti Sharp is a fourth grade
teacher in Milford, Massachusetts. She is
also an elected library trustee and the
owner of Jennie's Auto School in
Milford....Anita Dubow Jamieson in
enjoying her fifth year as principal of the
Devine School in Randolph,
Massachusetts....Suzanne English Jevne
is retired after 24 years of teaching in
Hingham, Massachusetts. She is
presently workin~ as a veterinary
assistant....M. Fehpe has been appointed
principal of Saint Margaret's School in
East Providence, Rhode Island....
Madeline Korelitz Tisch is retiring in
November from 25 years of being a
Librarian in Brockton Public Schools....
Michael Sokoll is working for Bowman
Distribution/Barnes Group, Inc. as a
customer service representative in
Rhode Island. He has been married for
23 years and has three children. He was
ordained a pastor in 1995 and also






Annette DiMascio teaches math and
computers in Randolph, Massachusetts,
where she also is chairperson of the
mathematics department. ...Maureen
Kelly Burke received her master's
degree in Mathematics from UMass
Lowell in 1996. She is presently teaching
at North Attleboro High School....
Joanne Ganga Panunzio and her
husband, Bill, have a daughter, Karen,
at Bridgewater. Joanne volunteered at
the Summer Olympics in Atlanta....
Diane Pettey Fmucci is in her 29th year
teaching first grade. She had a classroom
project published by Addison-Wesley in
their teachers' booklet Mathem11tics Their
Way, Beyond the Book....Deborah Ross
Beresford is assistant store manager for
Jordan's Furniture in Avon, Massachu-
setts, where she has been working for
the past nine years. She has a daughter,
Jessica, who is a member of
Bridgewater's class of 1999.
1972
Bruce Gaines
2308 West C~tllivan Street
Inglewood, CA 90301
Janet Allen just obtained a new position
as Director of the Huntington Learning
Center in Braintree. In her spare time
she is pursuing classes in watercolor at
the South Shore Art Center in Cohasset,
Massachusetts....Claire Broce Cullinane
Class Notes
Members of the Class of 76 enjoyed a 20th Reunion celebration during Homecoming Weekend
at the Charlie Horse Restaurant in West Bridgewater.
honeymoon....Jane Greeno Altobelli Island. He is also director of religi<?us
and her husband have recently moved education at St. Margaret's ~ar~sbm
to Hanover, New Hampshire, and Rumford, Rhode.Island....P~scilla
spend their time watching their two Muehlen McGuue IS teachmg middle
sons play soccer and "re-discovering" school science in Collier County in .
NewEngland....Karen Irving Deady is southern Florida. Sh~ lives th~re with
director of environmental health and her husband and theu two children....
safety at UMass Boston....Carolyn Smith John Vercollone and his wife, Paula
resides in the midwest and practices law Agnew Vercollone, '77 have 10
in southwestern Wisconsin... .In June of children.... Karen Scholtes Woodsum
1996 Attorney Richard Staiti was gave up her marketingJ'ob to stay home
admitted to the Bar of the United States with her three sons, an says it's "the







Swans Island, ME 04685
William Abraham is now working at
Electronic Data Systems in Waltham,
Massachusetts, as a training manager in
the area of telecommunications....
Patricia Arruda Abdelal is the coordina-
tor of the ESL in the Dennis/Yarmouth
schools. She is also a part-time speech/
language pathologist. She has one son,
born in 1994....Cheryl Ferreira Abbott is
living in Richmond, Rhode Island with
her husband. She is still working in
nuclear medicine in South County
HospitaL.Joyce Gamble Hicks and her
husband, Don, own PiM Publications,
Inc., which has been producing com-
puter magazines for 11 years. They
recently celebrated their 20th wedding
anniversary and have one son in
college....Kathleen Harwood
Hutchinson has been treasurer/
manager of the Walpole Municipal
Employees Credit Union in Wafpole for
three years. She lives in Norfolk,
Massachusetts, with her husband and
their two children....Charles Moreira, Jr.
is teaching math and religion at Saint





Lynne Dunn Christensen is principal at
the William E. Norris Elementary School
in Southhampton, Massachusetts....
Richard Faust received his MPA from
Suffolk University. He is president of
Local 282 NAGE/IBPO....Susan
Hackney is an assistant principal in the
Lawrence School System. She received
her CAGS in curriculum and leadership
from Fitchburg State College....Ann
Jones' novel A Country Divorce is being
sold in the UK as a Phoenix paperback,
published by Orion....Susan Leone
Ambrozavitch was appointed principal
of the Smith School in Danvers,
Massachusetts....Steve MacLean, alias,
Gus, would like to hear from any of the
"Dinks" or the "4th floor boys." He and
his wife live in Greene, Maine.... Robert
Mansur is employed as vice president of
training and development for the
Money Store in California. He is married
and has two daughters....Linda
Wrublewski Biela is pursuing her
masters degree in special education at
BSC. She is married and has four
children....Annette Zimmer Roberts has
been teaching special education in
Connecticut for 15 years. She and her





Russell Denver was recently selected as
executive director of the Springfield
Chamber of Commerce....Carol James is
beginning her third year as a grade six
social studies and English teacher at
Dover Middle School in Dover, New
Hampshire....Emest Johnson is teaching
CAPS Collaborative in Gardner,
Massachusetts. He received his master's
in special education from Fitchburg
State College....Eloise Machado Carries
is working as an ASQ advisor through
the Wellesley, Massachusetts, School
Age Child Care Project....Lauren Nile
Harding teaches fourth grade at Stratton
School. She was remarried in 1994 and
now has 3 grandchildren and another
one on the way... .Jean Sarson Cahill
worked in mortgage banking for 12
years but went baCk to teaching in 1995.
She is recently married and living in
Millis, Massachusetts....Paul Tero is the
dean of academic affairs at Lyndon State
College in Lyndonville, Vermont....
Jeffrey Tuller is the vice president of
national accounts for Cardinal Health,









Doreen Congdon Gaylord of
Middlebury, Vermont, has accepted a
three-year teaching contract at
Kanazawa Technical College in Japan.
Her interest in teaching English as a
second language took her to
Petrozavodsk and Pskov, Russia, in 1995
as a visiting teacher through Project
Harmony's teacher exchange
program....Mike MacHardy has recently
become food service manager for the
Volusia County School Board in Volusia
County, Florida....Pat O'Connor says
hello via the internet to Kathy Burnell
and Donna Ferrari. She can be reached
at PAOE28@Wow.com....Cynthia
Ouellette is the K-12 health coordinator
in the North Attleboro School
System....Jim Rogers received his MBA
in 1991. He works as laboratory
operations manager at Melrose-
Wakefield Hospital in Massachusetts....
Susan Serino Morrison has been
working for 16 years at Digital Equip-
ment Corp. She and her husband, Ken,
have two sons....Leslie Scott-Lysan has
hung her own shingle as a senior public
Class Notes .f
department at Stonehill College and
recently re-joined WBIM at BSC as the
station's chief engineer. He and college
sweetheart Mallori Hole George '85
have two children.... Priscilla Gorman
Lane is teaching first grade in Danville,
New Hampshire.....Ron McCarthy
recently began work as assistant
principal of the junior-senior high school
in Duxbury, Massachusetts....Renata
McFarland-Bateman owns a trucking
company, as well as being a full time
phYSical education teacher....Christine
Openshaw Tempesta works at MIT in
the alumni!ae affairs office responsible
for alumni constituency groups....
Cynthia Skowyra is director of opera-
tions and marketing for the Seven Hills







Jill Barres received her MBA from
Bentley College in 1995. She works for
the LTX Corporation in Westwood,
Massachusetts....Jim Guarino edits
online publications for Mail Boxes Etc. at
the global headquarters in San Diego,
California. He'dlike to hear from BSC
friends Gerry Dumas '81, Jeff Cabral
'82, and Mike Doyle '81....Suzanne
Lavigne Chambers lives in Tampa,
Florida, and works as an inside sales
manager for Megabyte International
Corporation. She's love to hear from
fellow WBIMers....Deb Long McColl is
the gymnastics coach for Wachusetts
RegiOnal High School in Massachu-
setts.... Donna Procopio Ferris teaches
part-time at Springfield College. She and
her husband, Scott, have one son....
Christopher Sheedy is employed by Jay
Cashman, Inc. doing general contract-
ing. He lives in West Bridgewater with
his wife and three children....Douglas
Smith is the director of corporate and
foundation relations at Stonehill
College....Liddy White Pepin works
part-time teaching aerobics. She is living
in Fairhaven, Massachusetts, with her
husband and their three children.
Suzanne Barrett Galvin has been
teaching third grade in Walpole,
Massachusetts, for the past ten years.
She and her husband, Ken, have three
children....Karen Emery Callahan is in
her second year teaching moderate
special needs children in Brockton,
Massachusetts. She was married in
1994....Kevin Maunsell completed his
obligation to the US Army and is now




Ann Dawson recently received her
master's degree in business manage-
ment from Lesley College....Allan
Moniz travels around teaching juggling





Michael Dowd is employed by
Peter Q. George






Tempesta@mit.edu (Please put BSC Class
Notes in subject line)
Mark Dennen is an environmental
scientist with the Rhode Island Depart-
ment of Environmental Management.
He recently received the
Commissioner's Award for outstanding
accomplishment for his work develop-
ing generic soil cleanup standards. He
was married in September 1996.....Peter
George works in the media services
Classmates and guests from 1981 celebrated their 15th Reunion during Homecoming Weekend
at the Charlie Horse Restaurant in West Bridgewater.
1981 Sunguard Business Systems. He has twochildren....Michael "Manny"McDonald received an MBA from
American University and works as a
senior anaylst in the Washington, D.C.
real estate investment office of General




P. O. Box 228
Taunton, MA 02780
Brian Davis has been appointed
principal of Truro's new elementary
schooI....Deacon Leo Donoghue was
named director of the office of perma-
nent diaconate for the Archdiocese of
Boston....Kevin Hynes is the owner of
Isaac's restaurant in Plymouth, Massa-
chusetts, and will also run the Inn on the
Green, the new restaurant at the Ridder
Country Club....Doreen Langer has been
teaching in Abington, Massachusetts for
ten years. She has been the director of
health for the past two years....Ronald
Murphy works as associate director of
equity derivative sales for the Swiss
Bank Corporation....Roberta Peabody is
working as a missionary at an Evangeli-
cal Christian publisher in Tokyo, Japan.
She has been there since 1991....Marjorie
Perry is the program director of elder
services at child and family services of
Newport County, Rhode Island....Judy
Smith Whitman has been a personal
trainer for 12 years. She has been
married for 14 years and has three
daughters.
1980
relations consultant supporting high-
tech clients. Business has been very




Peachtree City, GA 30269
Diane Calderone Zerafa is working in
Bethesda, Maryland, for IBM Corpora-
tion as a project office manager. She and
her husband have two sons....Diane
Gosselin is the new principal at Tucker
School in Milton, Massachusetts.
Westfield, Massachusetts....Audrey
Pinato completed her master's degree in
intercultural relations at Lesley
College....Sandra Smith recently
received her LICSW certificate. She also
received her masters in social work from
Boston University....Reverend Elizabeth
Tarbox just completed her sixth year as
Minister of the Unitarian Universalist
Congregation in Middleboro, Massachu-
setts. She writes "I love my work!"
Members of the Class of '86 enjoyed a 10th
Reunion celebration during Homecoming





315 Turnpike Street, Box 813
North Andover, MA 01845
e-mail: KKindregan@merrimack.edu
Alec Ciminello was appointed assistant
princiyal at the Robinson Elementary
Schoo in Mansfield, Massachusetts....
Michael Goyetch is an operations
officer at State Street Bank and Trust in
North Quincy, Massachusetts....Suzanne
Silvia completed the Army Primary
Leadership Development Course at
Camp JacKson, South Korea. She is an
Army practical nurse....Tracy Smith
Moroni recently started working for
Harvard Pilgrim Health Care. She lives









Cheryl Decastro is the director of
human resources for Matrix Marketing,
Inc./Cincinnati Bell. She has been living
in Park City, Utah since 1991. She
recently traveled to Italy, Greece, and
Turkey....Paul Leuchte is a contract
Class Notes
administrator/ project manager for
Mnemonic Systems, Inc. of Washington,
D.C. He was recently promoted to tech
sergeant and drum major in the Air
Force Band of Cape Cod. He and his
wife live in Mansfield, Massachusetts,
with their two children....Mark
Reynolds is the president of RF
Datacom, Inc., a developer and manu-
facturer of LAN and telecommunica-
tions equipment for wireless computer
networks and cellular backbone
networks. He is enrolled in the master of
computer science program at UMass
Lowell....Sharyn Soloinon Malnati
works as a drafter for a civil engineering
firm. She and her husband, Ed,live in
Randolph, Massachusetts, with their
daughter....Keith Wilcox is the chief
radiologic technologist at Newton-





East Taunton, MA 02718
Amy Beckerman Roginielewicz is the
assistant director of housing and
residential life at UMass Dartmouth. She
and her husband, Joe, recently bought a
house in Lakeville, Massachusetts....
Donna Conley Waugh was recently
promoted to bond system administrator
at Scudder Stevens and Clark. She and
her husband, David, have two chil-
dren.... Sarah Coyle Lannon has been
teaching fifth grade for the past seven
years at St. Anthony's in Allston. She
was recently married and is living with
her husband in Scituate, Massachu-
setts.... Ellen Lennon is working on her
masters degree in communication
science at Simmons College.....Ron
McCarthy is the new assistant principal
at Duxbury Junior-Senior High School....
Jodi Scarborough has been promoted to
administrative secretary of the biosafety
office at MIT and has taken on the roll of









Brian Cote was recently appointed as
principal of St. Mary's Primary School in
Taunton, Massachusetts....Ronald
Harris is working towards his clinical
PhD in San Francisco....Christine
Howard Ashman is the owner of Little
Adventurers Day Care Center....Paula
Karalekas is an elementary physical
.'
education teacher in New Bedford,
Massachusetts....Robert Pimental is
working as a physical education/health
instructor. He was recently named head
coach for boys basketball at Bristol-
Plymouth Technical High
SChooL.Brian Whidden recently
opened an acupuncture clinic. He is







60 Linden Street #1
Salem, MA 01970
Wayne Clark is teaching fourth and fifth
grade in Beverly Public Schools. He is
working towards his master's in
computers in education at Lesley
College. He was married in November
Members of the Class of '91 enjoyed a 5th
Reunion celebration during Homecoming
Weekend at the Charlie Horse Restaurant in
West Bridgewater.
1996....Michael Del Raso is the new
coordinator of guidance at Georgetown
middle/high schooL.Andrew Gibson
lives in San Jose, California, where he
works as a vice principal of a small
private high schooL.Paul Lambert is a
history instructor at Nichols College. He
is working on his PhD in history at
Clark University. He was married in
June and lives in Worcester,
Massachusetts....Kenneth Segal recently
completed the Disney Leadership
Developmental Program and is now
working at Disney's Yacht Club Resort.
He is pursuing management opportuni-
ties within Disney World....Thomas
Zaya received his master's in school
administration in 1996. He is a physical
education teacher in Reading, Massa-
chusetts. He also coaches high school
baseball and soccer for Reading High
School.
TIle Class Notes appearing in this issue were received in the Alumni Office by November 30, 1996. Information
received after this date will be held for the next issue of the magazine, which has a deadline of March 15, 1997.
1992
Pamela Murphy
95 Grove Street #7
West Roxbury, MA 02132
Michael Fennimore performed in the
play Shear Madness in Washington, D.C.,
and directed a play in Ohio. He was just
re-elected New England local president
of Screen Actors Guild....Janice
Goddard Tripolone is working part-
time at Miriam Hospital in Rhode
Island. She is also working towards her
masters degree. She has one
daughter....Annmaria Greco recently
accepted a position at Emmanuel
College as the director of student
activities and can be reached at
Greco@emmanuel.edu....Robert Kleiner
has been appointed sales and operations
manager of DRILEX Environmental, a
Worcester, Massachusetts-based
environmental drilling firm....Gary
Kruskall received his master's degree in
physiology from Penn State in
1996....Deborah Marshall has been
worl<ing for the past year as an environ-
mental analyst for the Massachusetts
Department of Environmental
Protection....Pam Mericantante is
working towards her masters degree in
special needs....Sharon Prosper Ledo
earned her master's degree in special
needs form Simmons College in
1994....Marianne Rego Hajder is
teaching third grade in Fall River,
Massachusetts. She is continuing at
Bridgewater for her masters in elemen-
tary education. She was married in
October 1995....Maurice Rondeau was
married to Amy Poirier '93 last year. He
received a masters degree in organiza-
tional communication from the Univer-
sity of Connecticut and is a consultant
with IPX Systems in Boston....Karen
Tierney Johnson is the assistant
librarian in Avon Public Schools. She
has two children attending
Bridgewater....Susan Manning is a
fourtn grade teacher in Weymouth. She






Kris Batista plans to attend the MPA
program at Bridgewater. Friends can
reach her at BatKris@aol.com.... Chris-
tine Bayiates is working as a special
needs aide. She is also continumg her
education in a two-year program at
Bridgewater....Congratulations to
Rebecca Beard Gullack and her
husband, who recently welcomed a
Class Notes
daughter, Ryan Lyn....Rosamaria
Carlozzi received her master's degree
from Middlebury College in
Vermont....Barbara Hoy Chamberlain is
working as a data analyst in perfor-
mance improvement at St. Elizabeth's
Medical Center of Boston. She received a
certificate in healthcare management
and is currently enrolled in a master's
program for educational research at
Northeastern University. She recently
celebrated her 30th wedding anniver-
sary, and has four children and four
grandchildren....William Dreyer was
recently promoted to airline captain
with Northwest Airlink, a subsidiary of
Northwest Airlines....Christopher Foster
is teaching eighth grade science in
Fairhaven, Massachusetts.. He is also
boys winter and spring track coach at
Farrhaven High SChooLSuzanne
Frechette is teaching French at
Winnisquam Regional High School....
After a job as a marketing!sales
representative for RJ Reynolds Tobacco,
Jodi Grenier now teaches English at
Aeon Corporation in Tokyo, Japan. She
would like to hear from BSC frIends via
e-mail73262.1247@compuserve.com
....Virginia Mehegan Wessing received
her masters in library science and
information services...Kady Plante is
teaching elementary health education in
New Bedford, Massachusetts. She is also
the assistant athletic trainer at New
Bedford High SChooL.Amy Poirier
Rondeau received a master's degree in
speech language pathology at Massa-
chusetts General Hospital and now
works at Braintree HospitaL.David
Purdy is currently worKing in Newport,
Rhode Island, for the Naval Undersea
Warfare Center as a software engineer....
Grace Rudolph is the director of social
services at Forestview Nursing Home in
Wareham, Massachusetts.
1994
John Bringardner was recently ap-
pointed as a police officer in Randolph,
Massachusetts....Jennifer Carlino is a
Peace Corps volunteer and is having a
wonderful time. She may even renew
for a third year....Raymond Cordeira of
Providence, Rhode Island, works as a
mortgage loan officer with Fleet
Mortgage Corporation. He'd like to hear
from JenniferLeedham....Kristin
Cronin is working towards her master's
in elementary education....Heidi Dineen
is a third grade special education teacher
at the Avery School in Dedham,
Massachusetts....Thomas Ross is a
graduate student at UMass Amherst






Basilio Barochis has been appointed
service manager for KLM Royal Dutch
Airlines in Panama. He recently earned
an MBA....Amy Bowen Hurteau is a
fifth grade teacher in New Bedford,
Massachusetts....Christen Coen is
enjoying her first year as a New England
Patriots Cheerleader....Dave Fazio
works as a corporate controller at Skew
Products. He and his wife, Angela,
recently welcomed their first child, a
daughter, Adrianna....Marine 2nd Lt.
Warren Matthews recently graduated
from the Basic School at Marine Corps
Combat Development Command in
Virginia....Patrick O'Meara attends the
Colorado School of Mines as a graduate
student in the geochemistry
program....Jason Qua teaches history in
Wethersfield, Connecticut, and coaches
the boys varsity basketball team.
Members of the Class of '95 got together
during Homecoming Weekend at the Charlie





Laura Clark Gerrior works for
Bridgewater State College as a veteran's
assistant in the Financial Aid
Office....Ann Marie Dargon was
~ppointedas principal of Le?dy School
ill Taunton....Sarah Greene 15 Represen-
tative Thomas Cahir's new legislative
aide....Eric Heise would like to hear
from classmate Deborah Dixon... .James
Holland, Jr. works for Shaw's Super-
markets in the operations of
distributions....Sarah McFarland is an
associate project manager at KAO
Infosystems Co....Doreen Sullivan is
working for Contingency
Management....Bernadette Tavares is
teaching math at the Rivers school in
Weston, Massachusetts....Noel Vigue is
the new athletic trainer and science
teacher at Ashland High School.
THE BRIDGEWATER COLLECTION
DESCRIPTION PRICE QTY. SIZFJCOLOR COST
Bridgewater Arm Chair
Laser Engraved with BSC Seal' Black with Cherry Chair Crown and Arms $250.00
Bridgewater Rocker
Laser Engraved with BSC Seal' Black with Cherry Chair Crown and Arms $275.00
Bridgewater Arm Chair
Black with Cherry Arms & Gold Silk Screen of BSC Seal $250.00
Bridgewater Boston-Style Rocker
Black with Gold Silk Screen of BSC Seal $275.00
Bridgewater Thumb Back Side Chair
Black with Gold Silk Screen of BSC Seal $150.00
Bridgewater Child's Rocker
Black with Gold Silk Screen of BSC Seal $120.00
(Optional Chair Personalization)
Available for anv Inscription UP to Two Lines $ 20.00
College Mirror
Hand-painted Scene of Bovden Hall on a 15" x 26" Mirror in Silver Toned Frame $165.00
Bridgewater Desk Clock
Pen & Ink Scene of Boyden Hall; Hand-Finished Wood Frame in Mahogany or
Dark Green Tone - 7" x 8" x 2" Ouartz movement batteries included. $115.00
Pen & Ink Mirror & Desk Box
Hand-Finished Poplar Wood Box features a Reoroduction Pen & Ink Print of BSC $110.00
Crewneck Sweatshirt
90% Cotton/lO% Acrylic Athletic Cut Grav with Red BAA Logo - Size L or XL $ 28.00
Bndgewater Polo Shirt
100% Cotton White with Red Embroidered BAA Logo - Size L or XL $ 25.00
Bndgewater State College Ties
Men's/Women's Classic Red 100% Silk Necktie $ 21.00
~~ Bridgewater State College Woven CoverletRed & Natural White 100% Cotton Custom-Woven Coverlet; Features 10 College Buildings $ 49.95
Bridgewater Portable Umbrella
Red & White Nylon Panels with BAA Logo $ 15.00
Holiday Ornament
Glass Ball with Red Finish; BSC Seal in White $ 7.50
Holiday Ornament
Brass Design of Boyden Hall $ 4.50
Bridgewater Travel Mug
Insulated - Hot/Cold; White with Red BSC Seal; 22 oz. $ 5.00
Bridgewater Mug
White Porcelain with Red BSC Seal $ 4.50
Bridgewater Alumni Association Baseball Caps - White Cap with Red Lettering $ 10.00
SUB-TOTAL
Tax - Massachusetts residents add 5% Sales Tax - No Tax on Clothing
Shipping - For each Chair add $35; For Each Mirror Add $6; For All Other Items add $4
TOTAL
Personalization: _
Payment & Shipping: Check or Money Order Enclosed (Make check payable to Bridgewater Alumni Association)
MC 0 VISA 0 AMEX 0 Card # Exp. Date: __Signature: _
Name: _
Address: Daytime Phone: _
City: State: ZipCode: _
BRIDGEWATER ALUMNI ASSOCIATION - P.O. BOX 13 - BRIDGEWATER, MA 02324
PHONE: 508-697-1287 FAX: 508-697-1722
"
The Bridgewater Collection
Bridgewater State College Woven Coverlet is red and natural white and features 10
College Buildings. 100% cotton, custom-woven. $49.95
These are a sampling of the official Bridgewater clothing, furniture, and other gift items that you can purchase through Bridgewater magazine.
A form with a complete list of all items available and prices for each is inserted in this issue. If you have a question, call us at 508-697-1287. We
appreciate your patronage!
BSC Men'slWomen's Necktie
100% silk classic red necktie. Fits into any
wardrobe for only $21.00
This Bridgewater portable
umbrella is only $15.00
A Bridgewater polo shirt can be yours
for $25.00 (sizes L or XL)
This Bridgewater mirror, featuring a
picture of Boyden Hall, is available
for $165
Bridgewater State College Desk Clock
Hand-finished wood frame in mahogany or
dark green tone with pen & ink scence of Boyden
Hall- 7' x 8" x 2" quartz movement, batteries
included. Looks great on a desk or wall in your
office or a fanUly room. Only $115.00 and may be
personalized at no extra charge.
A handsome Bridgewater arm
chair, black with college seal in
gold, is $250
Laser Engraved Boston-Style Rocking Chair
Solid hardwood black chair with cherry finished
crown and arms. BSC seal engraved in crown.
This piece of furniture makes a wonderful
graduation gift and will fit into any style home or
office. Only$275.00 and may be personalized up
to two lines for an additional $20.00
Alumni Weekend
May 30 and 31, 1997
Bridgewater State College
Celebrate Your Moment in Time at Alumni Weekend May 30-31, 1997
"...A time when our lives, in our minds, were secure and youth and good health had no bounds,
And comrades, made easily, grew into long-lasting friends,
With yesterday gone and tomorrow so far in the future beyond all our care -
And college, the catalyst, being the means to our ends...
A time in our lives when each girl was a dream... each guy was a handsome young hunk,
A time when we sang, drank and danced and spent every last dime,
A time when we casually built the events and relationships deep in our hearts,
To be carried through life with a wish -- to be frozen in time.
Could it happen again? Could you roll back the pages of time to a place long ago? ..
Would I know who they were?





Would I fit in that
wonderful moment in time?"
Excerpt from a BSC
Reunion poem written by
David Shaw'57

